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I. MODELLING OF THE SCOLE CONFIGURATION
v' • PARAMETRIC STbDY OF THE IN-PLANE SCOLE SYSTEM -
FLOQUET STABILITY ANALYSIS
• THREE DIMENSIONAL FORMULATION OF THE SCOLE SYSTEM DYNAMICS
• Rotatlonat Equations of Motlon
• _tructural Analvsls - Boundary Conditions
• Generic Modal Equations
. WHAT WE CAN LEARN ABOUT THE OPEN LOOP SYSTEM?
• Consider SCOLE configurotion without offset of the
mast attachment to the reflector and wlthout flexibility
• Conslder SCOLE conflgurotion without mast flexibility
but with offset In the direction of orblt (str_wmQn)
• Consider SCOLE conflgurotion with offsets In two
directions but neglecting most flexibility
• Consl.der general SCOLE _Ystem dynamics








Fig. 2.1. SCOLE System Geometry in the Deformed State (2-D)
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Parametric Study o£ the System
Let us assume that the interface point between.the reflector and the
mast is at the center of muss of the reflector
÷ X = 0 ÷ X ° 0 = C5 = C6
Under thZs assumption, the equation becomes
which In the absence of gravity gradient, yields the folZowing first
integral ofthe, motion:
Tl_ls equation is plotted in the phase plane (e*,9)





The angular mot£on about an axis perpendicular to the orbit plane in






No gravity gradient, but offset.
c 2 c 5 c 2
-- cos_T .... _ sin aT
cI cI c 1
1 0
[z(_)] - [P(,)] [z(,)]
Then
Zll " P11Z11 + P12Z21
Z12 " Pl 1Z1 2 + P12Z22




Z21 " Zll since P21 " 1 and P22 " 0
722 " P21Z12 + P22Z22 (4) which becomes "
Z22 " Z12
from (3) Z21 " _11; substituted into (I) yields
Z21 " Pl1721 + P12Z21
similarly from (4) Z22 = 7.12>substituted into (2) yields
z22 " PII_-22+ P_2z22
c5 d
since cq = constant d-_ Pll = P22
"" ° d
Z21 - PI1Z21 + P11Z21 - _ (PIIZ21)
" d
and Z22 - P11Z22 _ P11Z22 - _ (P11Z22)
These two last equations are integrated and the following results
for Z21 and Z22 obtained.
Z21 " PllZ21 + K1
Z22 - P11Z22 + K2
but from (3_Z21(z) -Z11(z) and from (_)
Z22(x) , Zl2(X)
Therefore, Z21(Ol - Z11(0) - P11(O)Z21(O) + K1 ÷ K1 - 1




The two last equations integrated once, y£e.ld
Z22(0) ,,,Z12(0) ,,0 = PIi(O)Z22(O) ÷ E2
0"2+- _'+--,-K2-oor K2- "_"+'_
c 1 Cl
Z21 " P11221 + 1
.... c2-c 5
_-z2 " P1;z:,2- (-_-')
OF POOR QU:_L_
Sol, ut.lo,n of tbe,,f_rst order equations
dZ22 c2_
- P11Z22 - - ( ) (1)
. , _ •
The presence of _2 and P11Z22 in the equation suggests a product of the
type $(,)Z22(_)
but d d$ d(¢Z22) - _ Z22 + $ _ Z22 (2)
Multlplylng (1) by @(¢) yields




d . _ (_.E_)-_ (_Z22 ) ¢
J. o
if one can find ¢(_)(integrating factor) such that
de
+'.,,(.,-I-",, ,. o.+I
c2. " lcc Cl
Zn ¢(.T) =.-c.---._sin _ + _T ÷ I(
cl 1 +
or _(,) - exp [-_= sin Q,] .e_ K)
Cl- • c1
from d(Z22_) . _¢ (c2-c5)
_ c1
Z = Z r . (cS-c2) d
22 ¢ / + c
" , 1 f
Z22 ¢+Sl ¢1 Ca. z ¢ Z,, t.., .,, ¢'
•x,,[e.+%,]_---,+c,_, ..,C+,,:/m)-..,._..
4,r., I "
z+2. ore,[_,.,.,_-._t-K,.](+__,.) +to+ +_ m++ _:'_'.'J_,+--'_)
(c5"c2) K1 - 1 + XI cl
Z22(0) = 1 ÷ Cl = c5_c-----_
l?
2.11
_2 L_dZ21 = PIIZ21 ÷ I where P11 = -- cos _x -
d_ cl ¢I
Integrat£ng factor ¢ ; d_ = - ¢'P11
dT
-- . -.C z z
Integrating term by term yields,
since Z21(0) = K' - 0 ==_
• .. _1 , I & . *. •
+F=-- _T f'[, ., , =,, * - =,.,"*
" ""' - "_ - L'=t'c' -- ¢_ L .... '_ "t:
z,,(,)- expl%fi,c' _a.'c_c,,,&_:JL,+ L**-*=,c,_-_',_-_')_- * .... .
L£k¢i _, _ "t
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2D SCOLE OPEN-LOOP SYSTEM
- OffSet of _he mast GttGchment polnt on the reflector
results In on lncreGse In the number of stGbIe points
for the lower frequencies
• Number of stob|e polnts increases for MR/Mm > 1,O
ZG
I. MODELLING OF THE SCOLE CONFIGURATION
• PARAMETRIC STbDY OF THE IN-PLANE SCOLE SYSTEM -
FLOQUET STABILITY ANALYSIS
• THREE DIMENSIONAL_FORMULATION OF THE SCOLE SYSTEM DYNAMICS
• Rotatlonal Equations of Motion
• Structural Analysis -'Boundary Conditions
• Generic Modal Equations
• WHAT WE CAN LEARN ABOUT THE OPEN LOOP SYSTEM?
• Consider SCOLE configuration without offset of the
mast attachment to the reflector ond without flex_biIity
• Consider SCOLE configuration without mGst flexibility
but with offset in the direction of orbit (strawmon)
• Consider SCOLE conflgurotlon w_th offsets In two
dLrections but neglecting most flexibility
• Consider general SCOLE system dynamics
















A. Angular Momentum of the Shuttle About i_s Mass Center z G
The angular momentum of the Shuttle, taken as a rigid body in a circular
orbit, consists of contributions due to rotation about its center of mass
plus the translation along the orbit.
--PSs/c= T G -_S/Ro (£.9)
where
F
m /[9050443 0 z45,393IG = 6,784,100 0
L145, 393 0 7,086,601
in z(x,y,z) (i.I0)
_S/Ro _x £ +_y J ÷_z k (i. II)
B. An_ular Momentum of the Beam about G
Consider an element of mass, dm, of the beam located at some point,
p, such that GP = r° + q - r
where:
(1.12) ÷r = -zk is she position vector of p in the undeformed state
o
(1.13) _(z,t) = u i + v j in which, u and v are the x and y com-
portents of the mode shape vector.
--_
The angular momentum of dm about G, d Hm/G is given by:
d (-R_-e_ tRodmd_/G - _x_ (t.t4)
/G R + r x _ r dm
3.6 29
which is expressed explicitly as:
where
,.._' ÷I¢/.)x _,l,_'_' " _ ..d _ .,i-_o#i,, t)
After subs=i=utlng the different terms into equation (1.14), =he followlng
expression results:
//> A
" _< "<<>,7<,>,Since ,u.(z,iO = i_ Px (_)s (z) and v(_.,t:) = r.. py
we consider for one mode in ghe open-loop situation)
(I. 16)
' sin (m_= + =)SxCZ) andu _ --_
' sin w' (z)
= =-_y ( y t + _)Sy (1.17)
3.7 3O
Assuming small elastic displacements such that, _ << i
£2
and _2(z)/£2 << l_ and dividing dHm/G by _£2 where _ is an assigned'
frequency and _ a reference length, then,
(1.18)
where p is the mass per unit length of the beam. After multiplying both
sides of this equation BY GZ2, there results:
+ b _+_o ++-+_-+,_""_'_'_),]':'/,o<'- <_'+'>
The total angular momentum of the mast about G is obtained by lnce-
grating (1.19) over th_ total length of the mast,
/-/_ = So dH_/_
(1.20)
The ten terms appearing in dHm] G are integrated using integral tables-e.g.
= -.]__(4,,++z) H,..,+/e,b+_<_A.3
+e+:_+,___+,:,+._.+:, _+/+,.+,;._.z___:+A.'))ni ,,s, ' _ ,e+
3.8
31




After substitution of the fi" gl
Hm/G, one arrives at:
and
Y_
for Px,y in the expression of
3.9
32
C. Angular Momentum of the Reflector about G.
Since small deflections for the beam are assumed, the reflector can
be assumed to be located at a constant distance from G, the Shuttle mass
center.
Using the transfer theorem for the angular momentum, (See Appendix
_)
:.,D_Ro + <1.24)
where_r/o I and _rlRo - _rls +_r/s (1.25) are both expressed in the
same coordinate system, R2(x2,Y2Z2) , moving with the reflector. In
R2 (principal axes of inertia of the reflector),
["°:II:" :I_rlol " 0 - 4,969
0 0 Ir3 L 0 9,93
(1.2_





iD. Angular Momentum of _he System about G
The angular momentum of the system ffithe sum of the angular momentum
of each component evaluated at the same point
In .the expression for the total angular momentum, the last term will now
be expressed in R(x,y,z) by simply _ransforming i2, J2,1 and k 2 into func-
(1.36)
Rotational Equations of Motion. (Torque Free)
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o STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
A. Governin_ Differential Equations
The governing partial differential equations for the system (beam)
are comprised of two one-plane-bending equations (2.1) and (2.2) and oue
axial torsion equation, (2,_).
All these equations assume small displacements and slopes, uniform
denslt7 and distribution of stiffness_and the torsional equation is de-
rived for a circular shaft.
for the X-Z plane bending: _£ _ ,_---_
(2.1)
where 0 is the density of the beam, A its cross sectional area, and
(2.2)
(El'), x (El)y its (x-z) and (y-z) plane bending stiffnesses;respectively.
Assuming separation of variables for u(z,t), one may write u(z,t) -
rx(Z)px(t) , and equation (2.1) can then be rewritten as:
= _ __ __ (2.3)
YA




Therefore Px +m'2 Px=0(2"4) which integrates into






A similar reasoning enables us to find the solutlou of equation (2.2) in
the following form:
Finally the z axis torsional bending is described by:
<_._>_Z_,o: _G_"J_,e;
eta y - _jz
the modulus of rigidity of the beam.
where G is








B. Boundary Conditions. (I-X) and Natural Frequencies of Vibration
The following relationships between shear, moment, and beam dis-
placement are used in the boundary conditions
El (3) v =- El_i_v(3)
Vx = L3 u Y L3
M -- E-! v(2) M =- El u(2)




z L _c (2.17)
Where, V x = shear force in the x direction
V y t ,, ,, " " y direction
M x My and M z the moment x,y, and z components, respectively.
Ip is the beam polar moment of inertia. Let Msbe the mass of the
Shuttle while M r is the mass of the reflector. The dlsplacemenu in the
x direction of a point located at z t 0 is given by u(O,t)-&yo#(O,t)
and that in the y direction by v(O,t) + _Xo_(O,t ) where aXo, _Yo are
Uhe coordinates of the c.m. of the end body (_uttle).
41
Now, an attempt will be made to cast the i0 equations describing
the boundary co=ditions into the following matrix form:
[ M ] {A} = 0 which has a non-triv£al solution only when det [M] = O.
BoCo
























3. GENERIC MODE EQUATIONS
Consider an elemental mass, dm, of the body whose instantaneous position
from the center of mass of the Shuttle is r. The equations of motion of
dm can be written as
a dm - L ( ) + fdm + _dm (3.1)
where a is the inertial acceleration of dm; f, the gravitational force per
unlt mass; e, the external force per unit mass; q,the elastic _isplacement _
of dm; and L, a linear operator which when applied to the small elastic
+
displacement, q, yields the Elastic forces acting on din.
The gravitational force per unit mass f, can be expressed as
f = fo +Mr (3.2)
where fo is the gravitational force per unit mass as the center of mass
of the body considered and M = matrix operator.
o
In what follows, the generic mode equations will be derived based
on a Newton-Euler formulation. The principal assumptions made in this
development are: i) within each component of the system, the mass
and structural properties are uniformly distributed; 2) the material
of each component is isotropic; 3_ the system is deformed in such a
manner that it experiences only small strains (Within the linear range)_
4) elastic displacements are small as compared with the characteristic
linear dimensions of the system; 5) the natural mode shapes of free
vibrations of the system are known _ priori; 6) the system is nominally
earth pointing; 7) the system is considered to be closed: no mass
transfer across its boundaries.
3.33
The vector equation (3.1) can be written in the frame moving
with each body as:
Ocm_ r + _xr + c_xr + oo,(wxr)jdm = L( + +¢)d_ (3.3)
Note thac r and r are the velocity and acceleration of dm as seen from
the body fixed frame. The symbol"_refers to the inertial angular velocity
of the body. The instantaneous position vector, r, of dm can be written
as r = fo + _ (3.4)
where r% is the position vector of dm with respect to G, center of mass
of the Shuttle, in the undeformed state; q is the elastic displacement
of dm. Hence
q (3.5)
For small amplitude elastic displacements, one can write the elastic






The mode shape $(n)(z) is associated with the natural frequency, _n, and
satisfies the following conditions
3.34
(3.8)
where MnlS the generalized mass in the nth mode.
L(} (3.9)
_.ld_ = o
o_a g. _ d,. - o
(3.10)
(3.11)
This here assumes that the structural frequencies are much greater than the
1.745 hour/orbit, _o = 0.001 rad_ orbital angular velocity. This enables
one to use, with a high degree of accuracy, the mode shape functions
corresponding co non-rotating structures, The generic mode equation is
obtained by taking the modal components of'all internal, external and
inertial forces acting on the system, i.e.,
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FLOQUET STABILITY ANALYSIS
• THREE DIMENSIONAL FORMULATION OF THE SCOLE SYSTEM DYNAMICS
-Rotational Equations of Motion
• Structural Analysls - Boundary Conditions
• Generic Modal EQuotions
J • WHAT WE CAN LEARN ABOUT THE OPEN LOOP SYSTEM?
• Consider SCOLE configuretion without offset of the
most ettQchment to the reflector end without flexibility
• Consider SCOLE configuretion withOut mest flexibility
but with offset in,the direction of orbit (strowmen)
• Consider SCOLE configuretion with offsets In two
directions but neglecting mest flexibility
• Considergenera! SCOLE _Vstem dynamics
• IMPLICATIONS FOR CONTROL STRATEGIES
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IMPLICATIONS FOR LINEAR CONTROL STRATEGIES
After suppression of mast vibrations, linear system
eQns. have constant coefftclent% control laws can be
synthesized based on LQR techniques.
For the sPecial cases where the in-plane rotational dynamics
separate from the out-of-plane dynamics, separate control
lawscanbe generated for pitch and the rail-yaw systems.
When reflector offset results in coupling between the
in-plane and out-of-Diane systems, a bias momentum
scheme could be considered so that the controllers serve
to decouple the system via removal of the relevant coupling
terms. Care should be taken so that saturation will not occur.
Since the vibration frequencies of the mast are much greater
than those of the gravity-gradient forced rigid rotational
modes, actuators placed at strategic paints on the mast
could be used for QUiCk removal of the vibrations without
inducing substantia[ disturbances on the rigid modes.
Once the mast deformations have been reduced to a specified





CONTROL OF LARGE STRUCTURES WITH DELAYED INPUT IN
THE CONTINUOUSTIME DOMAIN
CONTROL _ITH DELAYED INPUT IN THE DISCRETE TIME DOMAIN
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IV.B
STABILITY ANALYSIS OF A SECOND ORDER SYSTL_ WITH DELAYED INPUT
The vibration analysis or large space structures is performed using
4.
modal analysis and _odal coordinates, transforming a coupled second order
dltFe4_entlal equatlons or partial dltferentlal equations into n decoupled
second order differential equatIQns of the Form
xl ÷ _i2xl - F£
- (1)
i-l,2,...,n
where xl-i th mOdal coordinate
_i-i tb natural _requency
fl= _nFluenoe oF the actuators on the i th mode, and
the control law OF the Form
(2)
controls and stabillze_ the sys=e= (i). The e£fec= of delay in uhe
control Force was investiEated wlth numer Lcal simulation rot the
_ollowing numerical example, i
xi + 6_i(_-h) + 36xi=0
(3)
It was observed that for del_.y, h > 0.15, inscabillcy results.
The analy=ical ve, iFicatlon oF the above observation As obtained as
Follows 2 :
The roots oF the characteristic equation
G(s,h) = _ PI (s) e-Shi = 0
_=0
(4)
can be evaluated From the aux_lary equation







Applying the above result to equation (3), the corresponding
characteristic equation is given by:
G(s,h) - Z Pi(s) e"shl (?)
i-O
where Pc(S) - s2 ÷ 36 "_
Pl(S) - 6s (8)
The auxilary equation is written as
T2S 4 ÷ (2.';"+ 6T2) S3 + (I + 36T2-12T)S 2
÷ (72T + 6) S ÷ 36-0 (9)
Using the Routh-Hurwltz criterion, Equation (9) has imaginary roots for
Using relation (6), h can be evaluated as:T-0.0426 at _-9.7.
mh - _/2
or h - 0.16
(10)
._ (ll)
It is also brought to our attention 3 that the above result can be arrived
at without the approximation (6) for a second order system as follows:
The characteristic equation for system (i) with the control law of
the form
fi " -2_i_ixi(t-h) (12)
is written as
S2 _ 2_i_ie-hS S ÷ _i2 - 0 (13)
To evaluate the minimum h for which equation (13) has unstaD_e roots
replace S by Jm as:
-m 2 ÷ J2_imle-Jmh _ ÷ mi2 - 0 (I_)
Using e-]mh - cosmh-J sin_h., (15)
Equation (14) can be written as:
(_ 2 + Z_i_i_sln_ h + '_i ) ÷ j (2_i_ic°smh) " 0 (16)
&.iA
gO
Thus for. equation (16) to be valld
Cos_h - 0





the roots of Equation (18) are
,J
= = _t {¢I sln_m -+/I ÷ r.i2}
Taking the positive _ and substituttng into (17)
It(1+2P)['t =
2= l{ _;is J.n=h+_}
Thus givln8
hmi n - 0.1618






Thus the example second order system considered with the natural
period o_ oscillation of 1 second can not tolerate mor_ than 0.16 seconds
of delay without becomlng u_stable. Thus the general problem of delay in
control input must be carefully considered in the control system




the beginning. However, the delay in input in the discrete time domain
can be relatively easily solved as shown below, lO
The dynamic system descr{bed as:
m
X(I÷I) - }_ Aj X(i-j) .,-£ BjU(I-j) (53)
J-O J-1






-Ao AI...0A m B 1 B2..-B 1
I 0...0 0 0 0...0
0 0...I 0 0 0...0
0 0...0 0 0 0..00






0...0 0 0 0..I0
x(i>] Bo(i-l) 0
x(_.-m)I o






Z(i÷l) A Z(1) B
which can be written as:
zci÷l) . _" zci) ÷ _ uCi)
(54)
(55)
Thus the augumented dynamic system (52) can be solved as a standard
control problem. The only dlsadva£tage is the increase in dimensionallty













b) Observer Based Implementation
- (sI_A)-I
63
IMPORTANT PROPERTIES OF THE Two TYPES OF IMPLEMENTATIONS:
i I THE CLOSED LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTION MATRICES FROM COMMAND _ TO
STATE X ARE IDENTICAL IN BOTH IMPLEMENTATION
1 THE LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTION MATRICES FROM CONTROL SIGNAL U' TO
CONTROL SIGNED U (Loop BROKEN AT XX) ARE IDENTICAL IN BOTH
IMPLEMENTATIONS
. THE LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTION FROM CONTROL SIGNAL U" TO CONTROL
U (LooPs BROKEN AT POINT X) ARE GENERALLY DIFFERENT. THEY
ARE IDENTICAL IF THE OBSERVER DYNAMICS SATISFY:
= -I-_i
K [I + C (SI-A_ 1 B[C(SI-A) BJ FOR ALL S
64
For Full State Feedback
X = _ B U"
For observer Based Implementation
(I + _Kc)_ __,BU' --P_C_BU-
= + KC) (BU'+ KC$BU")
: (I + $_KKC)-15 (SU, + KC$ SU")
= (I - $K(I + C$K)-Ic) _ (BU' +
= ®[B(C_B) -1
KC ¢BU" )
-K (I + CSK) -I] C¢BU'
+ $[K-K (I + CSK) -1 CSK] C$BU"
= $[B(CSB) -I -K (I + CSK) -I] CSBU'
+ _K [I- (i + C_K)-IC_K] C_BU"
= $[B(CSB) -1 - K (I + CSK) -1] CSBU'
+ [K (I + C_K)-I].CeBU ,,
use (I + AB) "I
= [I - A(I+BA)-IB]
65"
An observer Adjustment Procedure:
k(q) = z (q) C T R -I
AE + Z A T + Q(q) - _ cTR-Ic Z = O
Q and R are treated as design Parameters
[For Kalman Filters, these are noise intensity
matrices ]
2 BVB TQ (q) = Q0 + q
R = R 0
For q=0
For q ÷ ®
or
K(q) is the nominal Kalman gain
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for SCOLE Slewin_ Maneuvers
PURPOSE=
TO SLEW THE SCOLE FROM ONE ATTITUDE TO THE REQUIRED
ATTITUDE, AND MI:_IMIZE AN INTEGRAL FERFORMANCE INDEX
NHICH .INVOLVES THE CONTROL TORQOESo
CONTENTS:
1o KIN_ATICAL AND DYNamICAL EQOATIONS
2oOPTINAL CONTROL T_O-POINT aOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM
(TPSVP)
3. ESTIMATION O_ UNKNOWN _OUNDARY CONDITIONS
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
5. DISCUSSION AND FURTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
?!
I. "inen_eiz_l _n_ 9ynanic_l _]_ation.3
(Nijij SCOLE Configuration)




-:uler Para.neter '/actor | = [qo _j _[a _ ]T
An.}ular Velocit F Vector ..;= [_;j _z .;_[r






-wl - .,I., -w_
-'_3 '} .JJ
.J_ ] - ,._
I =
I rl I -l(z -I_3
- I 1_ - I_5 - I_
R-_ .I)_._ere ( ::
l_I = 1132533 , l_.Z = 7g]7'4_7 , I_= 7113752 ,
Ii2" = -7553 , I/3 : 113232 ,
o._
II_ = 1535474 , I_X= 9533821 ,
l_z = -13243 , lid = 155193 ,
lz._ : 32293 (Slu_-ft z )
( K]-'. a)
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where subindex,m, represents the principa[ axes _ysten.
I = i13G233 , I = -3936292 , [ -- 7i37342 (Slug-ft)
From (2), the lyna.nical eq,aation becones
C_i CCrw _- _CT_" CCT I CCT;v + CTu
o=
- w_Is_w,_+ u,_ (3)
wile r a
U = Z ,line
Si.nilarily, we nave
q_= (1/2) !mq,, (4)
Eq.(3) can be written as
__ _





l_-_;o-_oint 3oun]ary-:Taiue ProJien (?PlVP)
= urj It = (1/2) uTu It
Jto %o
Tne Ha,niltonian, H, for the systea (4),(5) is
H = (1/2) J_ + _T_ + rT_
By ._eans of Pontrya_]in's Principle, the nece3sary conditions for
aini,nizining J, are
-- - {;t_/a_} === > % = ¢l/z) ! P (_)
= - [_H/Dw} --- > r = [J_]r +(i12) [ l] p (7)
-!
plus (4) and (5), where P=[Po Pl P_. P3 ]T , r = [r i r_ r_ ]T are
t'ne costates zorresponding to t and w, respectively.
[J_] = Ji _$ _ J_ +ti
Jl Wz ]i ;_1
l_ = (Is -Ia )/I I
=(I,-I_)/Iz
7 = (Ia -I i )II 3
[q] --
I 'Ii -qo -i_ IZ 1
qz q3 -qo I i
qa -qz I, -qO
After substitution of u from (_) into (5), we jet
wnere
, -2
_4 = - Jww - I r




5"(% ql t_,'% ._ ,.,,_,._%]T, z_=[_. _, _._ _5
Eqs.(4) ,(5) ,(7) ,(g) can be _ritten as
= z(z)
The boundary conditions
z,(t#) , z_ (t_) are known,
za(t 0) , za(t _) nre unknown°
This is the TPBVP. If we Ein3 the un;_no_n boun._arl value_,
z;.(t@), taen ae :an integrate (iJ) to j-_t r, and fro n (3) we
o otain the control torque vector, u.













Minimize B _= 2T'2
subject to the terminal contraint3 z_ (t_) = z_
- 5 -
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3. E_tination of _Snknown Boundary _.onditions
3.1 3_ecial Case of Sle_.lin_ Hotion
T._e SCOLE rotates a=o.at an arbitrary axis _ fixed in _otn
body axes slstem and inertial space coordinate system, i.e., the
E.uler rotation. From the ony_ical point of view, the rotation is
very sinple, its rotation _ngle is small, and therefare ,_ay
cbnsu_nes less energy (torque). In view of our cos= function, it
is reasonable to think that the optimal slewing is near the Zu-
ler rotation. Considerin_ the analytical solution about single
principal axis naneuver in Ref.2, we define a rotation 3nile
@(t), aoout an arbitrar_ axis _,
@(t)= @0+ @0t +(1/2) 80t=+(I/_)(_o t_ (12)
For the liven boundaril conditions
8(_) =0, (13)
we _ave
de,) =i,(:.J),  ct:s =% ,(=2:J"), ;
... (14)
Afte_ s_bstitution of 0 _n._ _" into (i_), ._e can jet z_tJ),the
initial _uess of the costates at initial time t=t_.
3.2 Some Porperties of the Costates, _
Since q'rq = I
we have pTp = 3*= constant , but 3_ I
3 is an unknown which is usually 3etermined by it_=ration, thus
[ q# w_]T===> 5 independent conditions
[ p_ r_]T =-=> 7 unknowns to be deter nined
Fortunately, for the problen discusse3 in this paper, .me can




Aithout loss of 4anetality, we choose
q [1o33] "r
= , q= | q,_
so 0_ = 2 _,rccos (q._) ,
oc q_= cos(_/2) ,
wher_ _,
Fo_ example, _M_3.B74G3125,
"I,:S "tzt l_:f 1T
qi_" _ si_cet/2), jIZ,2,3
_j , can be Chosen accor_in] to the practical problem.
_;3.159326134, i,-._. 454357417
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[:_$. Z. CONTI_L TOI,,e.UE
Table I Slewinj Data anJ 8oundary Values
2







Costates ( _=_ ) x 10 tz
No.of Iter* @i P= P_
0 -_._g9369937 -g.g691139&1 "-g.1939_9345
l -g._g9526333 -_.g39331742 -_.2gi133_79
2 -_.g_9_32_9 -g.O39493392 -_.2_i193294
3 -g.g_9602835 -_.g394gg936 -_.2g1193267
4 -g*_96_28_6 -_.g39408936 -3.2_1193267
re E= r 3
3 -g.g234_2267 -3.17273_9_I -0.484773363
1 -g.g237579_5 -Z.ig5293499 -3.5:_1347_27
2 -3._237J512_ -].133_724_ -3.5_1933771
3 -_._237_3395 -}.135_72_5_ -).3_19317_
4 -@._237]5333 -I.133_7_3_ -J.5319_3739
w
,o
0 2. 4 6 8 _o "rZi_(_ECJ
F_ GI" . 1. L1NE- OF._ 3Z_HT EAI¢OR
3. OiscussiDn _nd Further 2econnendations
(l) Con3i/er the Di3tributiDn Df a on the Sn/ttte and Ca .__
Reflector.





Solve the TP3VP by snooting Methods
Include _he Flexibility in the Problens.
[ I x 14 + 2n ]
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Mathemat i c al Mode 11ng
ofSCOLE Configurat ion
with Line-of-Sight
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Slew Maneuver Dynamics



























if i,j,k represent the dextral set of orthogona_
unit vectors fixed in.the body-fixed fr__me, then.e I i(.
the rotation_of _', O21s the rotation of j and 0 3 Is the
rotation of k.
The angular velocity of the orbiter can be
transformed from the inertial frame to the body-fixed
frame for the body-three angles as
: MT_) (2)
m im
The total kinetic energy expression of the systeE,




T :. T o + T 1 + T 2 (3)
T O is the kinetic energy of the shuttle and is
as
To= 112 ml vTv + 1/2 mTIlm (4)
kinetic energy of the flexible beam is T 1 and it
T i= 1/2mV T V n+ 1/2 - mV o c_m__+ d_dm









= 1/2mV_.oT V+ 1/2m_ TJm- cm_.+ mi 1 q i _-
+ + I/4p [ ÷ s 6iq I
i 1 i= "
where
U














P2i : _ Cyi(S) ds
0
L
P3i : f S@xi (s) ds
0
,k.
p :J s¢ (s) ds
4i 0 yi •
L






















The kinetic energy T 2 , of the tip mass (theis
T T_ °
T2, : 1/2 m2V0 VO - m2V_o a(L)m__ + m2_ d(L)
- 1/2 m2m__T_- (L)a_(L)m_+ m 2 _Ta(L)d(L)














- 1/2m2_.T_(L)a_(L)_ + m2__T_L)_L)
n...n n n
+ I12 m 2 [ iS_l js___xi(L)Cxj(L)_ i_j+ z
., "_i
¢,qL)i I_={
+1/2 _T 1 2 P + 1/2_ T I2m
where
!_ , n , n .=[i- xi(L)_ i(t) i_Y i i- i
_ z qL)_(t) _T,qL)q(t)]
-;bstituting T o, T ! and T2 from the foregoing
• ]k
_.o equation (3), the total kinetic energy
can be written as
T T














m :m + pL+m
0 I 2
H = ( DL ÷ m0 _ ÷ m 2B_C(L) ÷ pL_
I o = ll+J + 1 2
also
A(AI q = a+ m2 L)
A2 _ "" _ ""








+ _T(L) 12 ¢ (L)
0 \,
T(L) is given as
(L) =
m. I
¢1x (L) 0 0
!
















where the nonlinear term NliS given









and the chain rule in the
rotational equations are
• • •
H_/ + I0 __+ A 2 q = _Get) + N 2
m _im
where GFt) is the net moment about




G=G +( r+a )xF
_ _ 0 -- -- -2
(29)
and the nonlinear term N_e is given in terms of
transformations M and C, and m__, V and 6) .The vibration
equations of the beam can be obtained by again using
Lagrange's equations and the potential energy function
"I"
I
U = 1/2 q K q (30)
_here the stiffness matrix K
[" EI f_ _i") 4 1K = L 3
The vibration equations are





Io __ + A 2"q = _G(t) + N 2( -_)
Te oo
A._ _ + A3 q = -Kq
(33)
(34)
Equation (33) can be rewritten as
__ .: Io I[ G_+ N2( m__}- A 2_ ]








E_ = cos ¢/2
= x sin ¢/2














Fig. 1 Sl_oecraft Control Experiment (SCOLE)
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Fig. 6 Slew Angle vs. Time
(Axis-of Rotation)
31 +j + 5k

















Moment Component G1 vs. Time
(Axis of Rotation)
















Fig. 8 Moment Component G 2 vs. Time
(Axis of Rotation)
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Fig. 9 Moment Component G3 vs. Time
(Axis of.Rotation)
3i + j + 5k ._
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On Incorporating Damping and Gravity Ellects in Models o!
Structural Dynamics o! the SCOLE Configuration
by
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NASA Langley Research Cct_tcr
Hampton, Virl_inia
November 1 7. 1986
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On Incorporating Damping and Gravity Effects in Models o!
Structural Dynamics of the SCOLE Conligurntion
ABSTRACT
The damping for structural dynamics models of
flexiblespacecraft Is usually ignored and then
added after modal frequencies and mode shapes
are calculated. It iscommon practice to assume
the same damping ratio for allmodes, although tt
is knuwi_ tii_,tdamping due to bending and that
due to torsion azc different Mass effects on
damping are sometimes ignored
It Is ,the purpose o! this paper to examine two
ways o! including damping :n the modeling proce._;._;
Item its onset. First. the partml derivative equatlons
of mot,on are analyzed for a pinned-pinned beam
with damping. The end conditions are altered to
handle bodms with mass and inertia Ior the SCOLE
conIiguration. Second. a massless beam approxima-
tion is used for the modes with low frequencies, and
a clamped-clamped system is used to approximate
the modes for arbitrarily high frequency The
model is then modified to mclud(: gravity ellects





• Partial Differential Equations
• Pinned-Pinned System with Damping
• Free-Free System with End Bodies & Dampin_
• Massless Beam Approximation
• Gravity Effects






Shuttle (and Reflector) Body
i i
-I
ml = -It'(_IIlwl- MI - Ml,Beam)
_ = (r_+r_.B.._)/mz
g =-_,g
Roll (and Pitch) Beam Bending
i i i
c, +E,,;%0dt2 0ds2dt ds4 = tltO,n 6(s sn)
+ go n _--_(S-Sn)Yaw Beam Torsion ' ds
1 d2u' ,,d3u, d2u, = n_p ,---_v +CI - Gl,d._ n6(S=Sn )dt _ds2dt . = ig_"
Beam Elongation
+ E,d2°.- (,-,o)dt 2 _ dsdt ds 2 n= z,n
Damping Considerations
• The Classical Damping,dds4uStYields Excessive
Excessive Damping at Higher Mode Numbers
• The Term, d,'u3' is Consistent with experimental
ds2dt
Data.
• The Practice of Post-Analysis Addition of
Damping Ignores Effects of Mass, Stress Type.
• Damping Must be Included from the Start.
Distributed Parameter Model of
SCOLE with "Proportional Damping"
l
J
O Start with Pinned-Pinned Beam with Damping
• Add Bodies with Inertia at Ends
• Model Acceleration of Frame as Inertial Loading
• Extend in Three Dimensions to
SCOLE Configuration.
• Yields Infinite-Order, Modal, State Equations.
Distributed Parameter System
















IO0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 iiii]R = -1 o 1 o-1 o 1 o-1 o
B^ = BMIB_ m I 0
















• Exact Static Deflection
O Approximates Low-Frequency Modes
O Nonlinear Kine matics
O Linearized State Space, Modal Model
O Classical Damping(Working Proportional}
O Extended to n-Body Network
Gravity Effects
• Assume Cubic Deflection of Beam
Express .Potential Energy due to the
Raising of End Body
Relate to Stiffness Matrices of the
Massless Beam Model
Incorporate Gravity Effects in the
Stiffness Matrices







































































")II b12 bl 3 b14
0 0 0 0
b-:I.. b32 b33 b.-
0 0 0 0
b51 b52 b53 b¢4
0 0 0 0
71 b72 b73 b74












at2 = I tl-Muq + +r t FL-q 1 = - a16
-1
a14 = I l [M u ' r1 Ful = _ a18
I_ - %a3 2 = Furl + ] - - a3 6
as4-_llFul- -a38
a52- I_'I-Mu_, M,+q%-_ 1- - a56
a54 = 1411M u , F4 Ful=- a58
a72 = - r4+FLI-
-±I
a74 - m4Fu] =- a78
I - Moment of Inertia
m- Mass
r - Coordinates of attach point
?_- Cross product operator, r×
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m_eL I1, r4, 11IN, 141N,m,_,_,>;R_,L,mSSl,me_4
DIMENSION i IC13), I ItN(13), 14(13), 14|N(13),R(_),l_TI(?),
*RRT 1T(13), RRT4(?), RRT4T(13), FU(13), FRIIO( 13 ), IILI(13), RRItO(13),
*OtJIl( 58e ), DUh(588 ), ERETL(:_ ), E I MRe(3e ), ELEC (58e), DIJO(S8_ ) ..
c........................-.... i.,..IOEFINE mB_Tm _TmCES .................


















CFILL MFtKE( 14, DUM)
C .......................................... DEFIME RTTRCH POIMT UECTOR, I1RTR1X.
CRLL SET(FtRT1,3, 1)
CRLL T ILDR(RRT 1, FIRT 1T)
CRLL SET(RAT4, 3, I )
RAT4(5 )=-- 18.75
RRT4 (6)=32.5
CRLL T ILBR(RRT4, RRT4T )
MASS4= 12.42
C ................................. ROD HRLF OF BERM PRSS TO REFLECTOR BOOY...
RD=MRSS41 (MRS$4+ 12.42*. 5)
CRLL ROO(RD,RRT4T,-1. ,RRT4T,OUM)
_J:tLL SPIT(DUM,4H DL_)
CRLL MULT (DUM, OlJ'l,01,11)
CALL ADD( I., 14,-12.42,DL_I, 14)
RO=. 5* 12.42t( 12.42+. _ f2.42 )
CRLL RDO(RD,RRT4T,-1. ,R_4T,OUfl)











C ............................... SET UP F'ORCE/OEFLECTIOIt I1RTRIX .................
CRLL SET(FU, 3, 3)
FU(5 >=--12. _ I / (L*L.'=I..)
FU(9 )=,.--12. _'E I/(L'H_*L )
FU( 13 )=-ER/I..
C ............................... SET UP FORCE/_LOPE RPBLE hRTRIX .................
CRLL SET(FRMG, 3, 3)
FRI'I6(6)=6 *E I/(L*L )
FPa16(8)=FA_( 6 )
C .............................. SET UP MOI'IBITI_EF1.ECTIOH llRTRIX .................
CRLL MRKE (IIIJ,FRIIG)









C ......................... CALCULATE ELEIIE_S IN "R" fIRTRIX ....................
CRLL rlJLT(RRT 1T, FU, OUt1)
CN.L MULT(DUII, FRT 1T, DUtl)
CRLL I'IJLT(RRT 1T, FRNG,DLIt)
CRLL RDD( 1. ,OUt1,-1. ,DUH,OUtl)
CRLL ROO(1., MRI'K_,1. ,,IXiiN, I:)UIt)
CALL Mt,LT (I"IU,RRT'1T, OUI'I)
CRLL RDD(-1. ,DIAl, 1. ,OLIt,DLIN)
CRLL MULT( I I IH,OUH,OUII)
CRLL INSERT( 1,4, DUll, R)
RO0(- 1., DUll, 8., BUM,DUll)
CFLL INSIERT(I,16,DIJtI, A)
CRLL I'U_T ( RRT1T, FU, DUI'I)
CRLL RDO(1.,MU, I.,13UtI, DI._)
CRLL MULT(I IIN,OUI_,DUI4)
CRLL IIISERT(1, 1O,DLA1,R)





C,CLL IHSERT( 16, 13,D_,R)
II_P_ERT(22, 19,DUM, R)
CRLL MULT(FU, RRTIT, DUll)
CRLL RDD(-1. ,OUl'l, 1. ,FFII_,DUPI)
nO=l./MRSSt
CRLL PE]O(RO,DUrl,8. ,OUfl, BJII)
CRLL I HSERT(7,4, B.I1, R)




CALL P.DD(-1. ,DUII,8. ,DUI1,B..ql)
CRLL I NSERT(?, 22, DUll, R )
............... FI52..........





CRLL MULT(l'IU, RRT4T, DI.A1)
CALL ROD(-t. ,OUr1, 1. ,DUH,DUN)
CRLL MULT(141PI,DUPt,DUM)
CRLL ItLSERT( 13, 16,DUtl,R)
CRLL ROO(-1. ,DLel,8. ,DUtl, tT.,q't)
CFILL IMSERT(13,4,DUM,R)
CRLL MIJLT(RRT4T, FU, DUN)
CRLL RDD( I.,DUH, I.,MU, DUH)
CRLL MULT(141H,DUPI,DUM)
CRLL IHSERT(13,22,0UII,R)
CRLL RDO(- 1., OUfl,O., OIJI1,17JI1)
CRLL IHSERT(13, IO,DI.R1,R)
CRLL MULT(FU, RRT4T, DUM)
CRLL RDD(-1. ,DUM, I.,FRI_,DUH)
FK)=1./MFISS4
CRLL RDD(RO, DUll,O.,DUll,DUll)
CRLL IPISERT( tO, 16,DUI1,A)
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
CRLL 10_0(- 1., DUll, 8., BJrl, B-I1)
CRLL I PISERT(19, 4, DUll,R)
CRLL ROO<RO,FU,8. ,FU,OUM)
CR.L I rtSERT( 19, 22, DUI'I,R)
C...RLLFI¢_(- 1., DUl'I,8., DUI'I,DUM)
IMSERT( 19, le, o1.1'1,R)




123 FORIIRT( I 1e,E15.6)
C ............................... PRINT ROI'PZERO ELEJ1E_S OF "R" MRI'RIX ...........
18 I--4,58@
IF(R(I )'_1'2-._I)11, II, 12




I1 I 2 3
I .gO54E+O6 oOOOE+OO-. 1454E+06
2 ._+_ .6_ ./_
3 -.t4_ .__ .__
•4341_÷_
14 ! 2 3
1 .496¢JE+e4 .8888E.I.e8 .8eeeE+ee
2 ._+W .4_+_ .__
3 .I_ .I_ .__
,2453788E+ t2
DUb I 2 3
I ._+_ .__. 1_
2 .__ .__.0_I
3 .1883E+e2 . 6258E+81 ._8eE+88
1 2 3
1 -. 1174E+_-. 6,_, 1E+_ .__
2 -. 677 IE+I_2-. 3<_C:_+82 . I(11_+_
3 .eeeeE,H_ .eOeeE,H_-. 15O,,t.E",,e3
14_ 1 2 3
1 ._2E+_ ._+_ .__
2 ._ ._24E_ ._
3 ._+_ .__ . 15_
•__+ 12
FU 1 2 3
I -. 21_3 . _E,H_ ./_
2 .__.21_ .__
3 ._E+_ . __. _9_
FRItG 1 2 3
1 ._+_ . 14_ .__
2 .142_+_ ._+_ ._+_
3 .eeeeE+ee .eeeeE+ee .eeeeE+ee ,
MU 1 2 3
1 . eee_E+ee . 14_ .08881E+88
2 . 142rdE+_ .__ .eeCeeE.H_
3 .eseiE+e8 .eeeeE+_ . e_eeE+Se
,'IRHG 1 2 3
I -. 123 _,E+r_7 .eeeeE+oe . I:Jee@E+_8
2 . ._",;;38E+ee-. 1231E+e7 .eeeSE+ee






































































158 -. 342839E-4_ 1
170 .34283_;J(_I












































































































































I .278 .276 .258
2 .314 .301 .370
3 812 810 .926
4 1.18 1.18 1.79
5 2.05 2.05 2 57
6 4.76 4.77 4.28
7 5.51 5.52 4.28 %
8 12.3 12.4 I 1.89 %
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O An Infinite-Order State Space Model
was Developed which Incorporates
"Proportional" Damping.
0 A Lumped Mas_ Model of SCOLE was
Developed which Includes Gravity
Effects and Classical Damping.
Extended to n-Body Modeling.
0
I)
Modal Frequencies are Compared far
the SCOLE using Different Methods.
r
Items Re_ain to be Addressed Before
SCOLE Modeling is Complete.
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- MAST, REFLECTOR, RIGID LINKS AS BEAM
ELEMENTS
- CABLE AS BAR ELEMENT (AXIAL STIFFNESS
ONLY)
- SHUTTLE AS VERY STIFF BEAM (ASSUME
RIGID)
JOINT LOCATIONS AND CONNECTIONS :
44 JOINTS TOTAL, 7 FOR CABLE, 12 FOR




















TWO BOUNDARY CONDITIONS MODELLED:
CASE 1-SUSPENDED (6 DOF FOR ALL JOINTS
EXCEPT TOP OF CABLE)
CASE 2- CANTILEVERED CABLE, SHUTTLE
PLATFORM FIXED IN ALL DOF
INCLUDE RIGID MASSES AND CONNECTIONS :
- ACTUATORS
- SENSORS
- SHUTTLE.PLATFORM AND COMPONENTS
CALCULATIONS :
- STIFFNESS AND MASS MATRICES
- INITIAL STRESSES (DUE TO GRAVITY
LOADING)
- STATIC DISPLACEMENTS AND REACTIONS
- EIGENSOLUTIONS - FREQUENCIES AND
MODE SHAPES
FREQUENCY DATA FOR CANTILEVERED CASE (FIG 1,2)
FREQ (HZ)
HODE EAL LAB DELTA-Z " EAL/LAB RATIO
1 0.443 0.44 0.7 1.01
2 0.447 0.44 1.6 1.02
3 1.504 1.54 2.3 0.98
4 2.913 3.00 3.0 0.97
5 4.345 4.36 0.3 0.99
6 6.821 3.08 121.5 2.21
FREQUENCY DATA FOR SUSPENDED CASE (FIG 3,4)
FREQ (HZ)
MODE EAL LAB DELTA-:_ EAL/LAB RATIO
6 0.566 0.55 2.9 1.03
7 0.638 0.65 1.8 0.98
8 1.514 1.62 6.5 0.93
9 2.940 3.10 5.0 0.95
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EAL PLOT 1st PITCH
SUSPENDED CASE
• 5657 XtO +00 ID= l/l/_
e




EAL PLOT 1st TORSIONAL
SUSPENDED CASE


























- EAL, LAB DATA IN GOOD AGREEMENT
HIGHER MODES TEND TO HAVE SLIGHTLY
LARGER DIFFERENCES BETWEEN EAL &
LAB RESULTS
FOR HIGHER MODES, FREQUENCIES OF
THE SUSPENDED AND CANTILEVERED
CASES ARE SIMILIAR; .THE MODE
SHAPES ARE ALSO CLOSE
CONCLUSIONS
- EAL, LAB FREQUENCY DATA MATCH WELL
NEED TO GET MORE ACCURATE MEASURE-
MENTS FROM LAB, AND WITH MORE
MODES FOR BETTER COMPARISON
COMPUTER MODEL & LAB
FOR HIGHER MODES, THE CANTILEVERED
CONDITION MAY BE SUBSTITUTED FOR
THE SUSPENDED, THUS REDUCING THE






of D istributed Parametec
Systems: App Iication
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Figure S.ll Case I : Perfect Model Followln_-














Figure 5,12 Case I : Traeklng -
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Figure 5.17 Case II : Traeklng -
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Figure S.I_ Case I : Parameter Variation -
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Figure 5.20 Case I : Control _pillover -
_eam Deflection for 3rd and 4th Modes,
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Figure 5._i Case I : Traoklng -
Referenae Model 2.04 e -.4t sin (2.04t),
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Figure 5._2 Case I : Con_Tols -
Reference ModeZ 2.04 • --4t sin (2.04t),
























































































































































for Regu Iation ofFIexure
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V ibrations in SCO LE




ACTILIE DAMPING OF UIBRATIONS













RAPID LOS POINTING 'SLEW




-- DESIGN AND SIrlULATION RESULTS
CONCEPT OF "MODAL SPRINGS"
MODAL-SPRING UIBRATION CONTROLLERS
-- DESIGN AND SIMULATION RESULTS
COMBINED USE OF MODAL I)ASHPIOTS AND SPRINGS
-- MORE DESIGN AND SIrlULATION RESULTS
CONCLUSIONS
HIGHLIGHTS OF NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS
BPB SLEW EXCITATION /o,o00_'{ 4" _5,_._z,_ _tQ_.
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LINE-OF-SIGHT ERROR--GENERAL UECTOR II_PRESSION
0
I
F_.._RR= RAY OF EMISSION = R R -R F
F*R = REFLECTED RAY = LOS VECTOR = RLO S
O RF = FR +ZRK _ ,SINCE
FR ÷RF* = FF _ , FR +RR' = FR' ; FF _ = 2FW
0 RR'= (R___F_F. IIA)RA : -{F__RR . I_A)RA
0 Ipi UN-NORPIALIZED FORM"
]RLO S : RF" : R R -R F -ZE(R R -R F) . RA_R A
0 TRAPISFORPIIPtG TO INERTIAL FRAME,
FORIIlpiG CROSS-PRODUCT WITH TARGET DIRECTIOPI,
o_ TARING PRINCIPAL VALUE




RR -RF : L -138 - 8
0
¢
11'4 REFLECTOR'S BODY AXES


















_ 138RAz)RAx +15 7
-J.3OBAz )RA9 -3Z"
- 138RAz )RAm - 138
i,r ,Los,
I (TIRLOS)y
I T 1LRLOS/I = '_[(
I_8 -1 8 1
8 8
= O 8
- (T tRLOS )9 -I
----'- Z
T 1BLOS ) _<]




MORE ON LOS ERROR EXPRESSION --
[MCLUSIOM OF MAST BENDING AMD TORSION
-R F = R T - T1T T 4 R B -R F
- BENDxZ
RB : 0 RF : 6
BENDx
=u×(4) --ttx(Z) BENDy =u,9C4) -u,gCl)
LOSx : -(TI RLOS)'9 = -Tlr,gRLos
E _- -_T,_ -I _ £"-,--'F3: ZT4,gzT4×z" -I+ZT4,gz' zT4z l
+ T4r _ R B
LOS 9 = (T I RLOS)× : TlrxRLO S
+ T4r x T B
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FORCE (TOROUE) ACTUATORS AND VELOCITY SENSORS:
f = Bp u
dx
NOI_AL MODAL REPRESENTATION x = _ +l :
d z 11 dll
,.tt z + A _t--t + _i_ _1 = _T B F u
WHERE
- ]G.z = DIAGL_iZ = _T ](
A = _T D_
CONTROL L_ FOR CONST_Pfr-GAIN
UELOCI'rY-otJ'rPt_ FEEDBACK"
,.t : - G _
FULL-0RDER CLOSED-LOOP SYSTH'I EQUATION:
,:1z q dq
,it z + (A + _T BF G C_ l}) _-_ +
MODAL- DASHPOT APPROACH
DESIGN TO ACHIEUE ! It D E P E N D E H T
DAMPING AUGMENTRTION FOR EACH MODE IN A
R E D U C E D - O R D E R MODEL
LET _i BE D_IPING RATIO DESIRED OF MODELED MODE i
SET _.T SF G C_ _M= DIAGE2_i--i]
THEN SOI_E FOR FEEDBACK GAIN MATRIX G,
G = (_M T BF )t DIAGE_-_i_i_ (C V _M )t
USING THE PSEUDO-ItfJERSES ( )t DEFINED AS FOLLOWS
(_M T BF )t = (_MT BF )T E(_MT BF)(_M T BF)T_-I
(r_ _M )t : E(_ _M )T (C v _M)J -_ (_ _M )T
NEtJER DE_-_TABILIZE LARGE FLEXIBLE SPACE STRUCTURES
WHEN THE ACTUATORS ARE C0-LOCATED '.qlTH THE SENSORS
@ WlTItlN THE REDUCED-ORDER DESIGN MODEL, AtCt AMOUNT
OF DAtIPING DESIRED CAN BE ADDED TO At_ MODE EXACTLY
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF OI1]RATION
I. LOS ERROR DUE
MODE i 2 3
PEAK .37 .53 .54
> S, 4, 3,
TO UNIT INITIAL MODAL
4 _ 6 V 8
• 93 1.3 . 14 .51 . 00Z




• 18 . 03
8
2. MODAL DISPLACEMENT DUE TO RAPID POINTING
MODE 1 2 3 4 5
PEAK Z1. 6 603 41. Z 13.7 0.49
.... > Z, 3, i, 4, 5, 6, V, . . .
SLEW
t40ICH MODES REALLY REQUIRE ACTIt.)E CONTROL?
NEED Al,I ALTERNATIUE AND MORE INDICATIOE MEASURE *. *. *.
3. LOS ERROR SOLELY DUE TO
BY THE SLEW
_IODE i 2 3
PEAK 3.7_6 88.6("?) 9.57








j - o o
,-% SOUND MEASURE OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF EACH MODE:
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ETAS RUN TIME : 4.Bgz pFOBOB.Gna
I rnpv 2 77
-4.75E-81
LCOPV
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LOSERROR(BEG)DUESOLELYTO MODE 8 HUllTIME:4.892 pfOel]e.6n,,
LOSERROR(OEG)DOESOLELYTO MODE18 RUMTIME:4.89Z Ff_.6na
280
ACTUATOR/SENSOR INFLUENCE ON FIRST 10 MODES
























































































I" LINEAR UELOCITY FEEDBACK GAll'4 GLU R
FORCE ACTUATOR ON REFLECTORS
--> U 7 (X AXIS) : U 8 (Y AXIS)
2 LINEAR VELOCITY SENSORS AT 'REFLECTOR END
--> YI5 (X AXIS); Y/6 (Y AXIS)
2 "MODELED MODES" FOR DAMPING AUGMENTATIOM
MODE 1: 5" 1 -- 2 X 60 Y. _1 = 2. 0964
--> TIME CONSTANT= 8.9S SEC
MODE 2: 57_ = 2X 67>:. _2 = 2.6389
--> TIME CONSTANT= e.76 SEC
Z" ANGULAR UELOCITY FEEDBACK GAIN
3 TOROUE ACTUATORS ON REFLECTOR
GAVR
--> U 4 (X AXIS); U 5 (Y AXIS); U 6 (Z AXIS)
3 ANGULAR UELOCITY SENSORS AT REFLECTOR END
--> Y10 (X AXIS); Yll (Y AXIS); Y12 (Z AXIS)
3 "MODELED MODES" FOR DAMPING AUGMENTATION
MODE 3: 8 _"3 = Z X 3 _. _o3 = 0. 306S
--> TIME CONSTANT= 6.53 SEC
rlODE 4" 5 *4 = 2X 3:,<. _4 = {_.447{_
--> TIME CONSTANT= 4. 47 SEC
MODE S" _B = ZX 3>:. _B = O.774Z
--> TIME CONSTANT: 2. 58 SEC
DYNAM ! CS :
d z x dx
M d.t. z + D d't. ÷ K x = £
FORCE (TORQUE) ACTUATORS AND DISPLACEMENT
dx
F = B F u y = C D _
SENSORS
CONTROL LAW FOR DISPLACEMENT-OUTPUT FEEDBACK:
u - - G D
FDLL-ORDER CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM EOUATION:
dZ I1 dr1 _ T
d.t. z + A d-'-t" + (f_z+ B F G CD ¢_ ) _'1 = I/)











_i HEW BE DESIRED FREOUENCV FOR MODELED
G : (i5 T BF )t D IAGEo'i_ (C D _M )t
THE PSEUDO-INUERSES ( )t DEFINED AS FOLLOt0S
(]_T .F), = (.T BF)T I(.T .F ) (.T BF)TI ,




PRE-DES[GN ANALYSES -- MODAL SPRINGS
PLCtCI_IEKT OF Z-tD_IS
1 AT REFLECTOR END
PEAK OF MODES 1, 2, 3
1 AT 9ZFT FROM SHUTTLE (?'EI.777. LENGTI4)
-- PEAl( OF MODE 4
PROOF-MASS ACTUATORS
ANALYSIS OF BPB SL]_W DIS'rUBBANCE
SHFIT MODES 2 & 3 UP AND AWAY _?_



















































,9 , G Mode









MODE 1: _r 1 = O
MODE 2: 0"2 =
MODE 21: _ _ -21 -
- 2. 4290
MODAL-SPRING MS. 1.
DISPLACEMENT FEEDBACg GAIM GLDP 1
2 2-AXIS PROOF-MASS ACTUATORS OH MAST"
1 AT REFLECTOR EHD
--> U 9 (X AXIS); U18 (Y AXIS)
I AT 9Z FT FROM SHUTTLE (78.77z LEHGTH)
--> U1. I (X AXIS); U1_.2 (Y AXIS)
4 LIMEAR DISPLACEI'IEMT SEMSORS OM MAST"
CO-LOCATED WITH PROOF-MASS ACTUATORS
--> Y13, Y1"7 (X AXIS);
YI4, Y18 (Y AXIS)
FOR STI FFMESS AUGMENTAT I OM
(2_ X _.?)Z -CT-n X _.3136) Z
15. 4627
(2. X _.85) Z -(Z. X _.812) 2
MODAL- DASHPOT HI). :2
LINEAR UELOCITY,FEEDBACK GAIN GLU M
2 2-AXIS PROOF-MASS ACTUATORS ON MAST :
1. AT REFLECTOR END
--> U 9 (X AXIS); U18 (Y AXIS)
1 AT 9Z FT FROM SHUTTLE (70.77;/.
--> U11 (X AXIS); UIZ (V AXIS)
4 LINEAR UELOCITY SENSORS ON MAST"
LENGTII )
CO-LOCATED WITH PROOF-MASS ACTUATORS
--> Y1S, Y19 (X AXIS);
YI6, Y2O (Y AXIS)
3 "MODELED MODES" FOR DAMPING AUGMENTATION
MODE 1: 5 _1 = 2 X 2.? Y- a l = 8. 8943
MODE Z: 62 = ZX Z.Tx '_Z(NEW) = 0.237S
MODE 3: (5:3 = 2 X 2.7 y. _3 = 8.27S8
PART
PART
MODAL- DASHPOT tlD. 3
1" LINEAR UELOCITY FEEDBACK GAIN GLU M




























































ETH3 RUffTINE : 5.1_!0 pfHBllt.6na
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ETA3 RONTIME- S.888 Pf3118.6na
-8.17E+88
f.COPY
ETAS RUM TIME: S.888 pf31|B.6na
CONCLUSIONS
_EHERAL:
D MODAL-DASHPOT AND MODAL-SPRING CONTROLLERS
PROVIDE QUICK AND EFFECTIVE VIBRATION CONTROL
-- EVEN EXCITED BY MOST VIOLENT, BANG-BANG TYPE
HIGH-CAIN PROBLEME CAN BE AUOIDED BY
PROPER SELECTION OF "MODELED MODES"
PROPER LEVEL OF AUGMENTATION
AND
MODAL DASHPOTS AND MODAL SPR
DUDRING THE INITIAL PERIOD
-- NEED LQG/LTR HIGH-PERFORM









TO EACH MODE EXCITED BY THE
SOUND rlEASURE OF IMPORTANCE
OF MODES TO CONTROL
HPECIFIC ON THE NtlMERICAL SIMULATIONS:
USING MODAL DASHPOTS AFTER EXCITATION GREATLY
REDUCED EXCESSIVE LOS, JITTER AND MAST BENDING
(F_818 US F088_"
-- MAY REQUIRE LA;t_E CONTROL FORCES AND MOMENTS
AND NOT BE tJERY PRECISE
-- BUT ARE FAST AND EFFECTIUE
USING MODAL SPRINGS DURING EXCITATION PREt)ENTED
EXCESSIVE LOS JITTER AND MAST BENDING
( FO 108 VS F8888)
@ USING MODAL DflSHPOTS WITH MODAL SPRINGS DURING
EXCITATION FURTHER REDUCED JITTER AND BENDING
(FZ188 & F3100 VS F8100)
AP PROPRIATE USE OF MODAL DASHPOTS AND SPRINGS
BOTH DURIHG AND AFTER EXCITATION SUPPRESSED
LOS JITTER AND MAST BENDING
EFFECTIVELY AND QUICKLY
(FOl18, F2118 & F3110 VS F8800)
M MORE ACTIVE DAMPING SLIRING EXCITATION
MAY NOT BE BETTER, HOWEVER
( F3 118 US F2 118 )
-- MAY REQUIRE MORE CONTROL FORCES AND MOMENTS,
SUPPRESS LESS LOS JITTER, LESS MAST BENDING
ISSUES HEEDED TO BE _DDRESSED:
COUPLING OF' RIGID-BODY DVNAPtICS
INTEGRATED DESIGN WITH LOG/LTB FOR HIGH PRECISION
-- MODAL DASHPOTS AND SPRINGS AS INNER LOOP
TO ENHANCE STABILITV AND ROBUSTNESS
-- LOGtLTR AS OUTER LOOP TO ENHANCE PRECISION
TOTAL TIME FOR THE REOUIRED ACCURACY
IN LOS POINTING AND STABILIZATION
EULUATION ON THE LABORATORY APPARATUS
311
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Emmanuel G. Collins s
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(I) MAINTAIN RMS OF THE STEADY STATE LINE-OF-SIGHT (LOS)
ERROR WITHIN A SPECIFIED BOUND.
(II) MAINTAIN STEADY STATE ACTUATOR VARIANCES AS CLOSE AS
POSSIBLE TO SPECIFIED BOUNDS.
ORIGINAL SCOLE CONFIGURATION
• LOCATION OF z PROOFMASS ACTUATORS NOT SPECIFIED.
e 42 SENSORS PROVIDED.
, 323
OBJECTIVES
(1) DETERMINE LOCATIONS FOR PROOF MASS ACTUATORS.
(II) DETERMINE A REDUCED SET OF SENSORS.
(III) DESIGN A CONTROL LAW TO MEET PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR LOS ERROR AND ACTUATORS.
• SOLUTIONS TO THE 3 PROBLEMS ARE INTERDEPENDENT.
• CHOICE OF ACTUATORS AND SENSORS INFLUENCES CONTROL LAW.
• CHOICE OF CONTROL LAW INFLUENCES SENSOR AND ACTUATOR
SELECTION.
LINEARIZED
VECTOR SECOND ORDER MODAL FORM
i i
DYNAMICAL MODEL
"" " d _(q + Dq + n =, u+w)
output vector y
Yl = LOSx ' Y2 = LOSy , Y3 = LOSz








= position & rate measurement vector




= acceleration measurement vector
= Qn + va .














ASSOCIATED SENSOR NOISE (v) & ACTUATOR NOISE (w) ARE
CORRELATED
• MODEL OBTAINED USING CUBIC BEAM ELEMENT SHAPE FUNCTIONS
FOR BEAM BENDING AND LINEAR SHAPE FUNCTION FOR BEAM
TWIST.
• 32 MODES IN ORIGINAL MODEL.





cost rank no. modal cost freq. (hz)
1 1 infinite 0
2 2 infinite 0
3 3 infinite 0
4 5 ,91 I c-+07 .299e400
5 7 .363e+07 . 118e._01
6 4 ,336e+07 .276e_ O0
7 6 . 138o+07 , 811e*00
8 8 ,955e+06 .205e+01
9 10 . 673e+04 .551e+01
10 9 556c-, 04 . 478e_ 01
11 11 .246e-_ 02 . I _.3e- 0_-_
12 14 . 365e+0! .243e+02
13 17 .245e+01 ,395e+OD
14 12 .305e+00 . 129_ _02
_5 18 . 116e+00 . 390e+0_
16 15 . 349e-01 .256e+02
17 26 ,995e-02 . I09e_03
18 25 .377e-02 , IC'3e+03
19 13 376e--02 '-'37 E.-402
20 29 174e-02 . J40e_03
2J _'3-,5 . C..76r_.-03 .215e+03
22 20 . b97e-03 .586e÷0;-:
23 28 . 370e-03 . J 3"-.."_-_ 03
24 23 i "" -• ,_5e-03 . bt7e-*u;-'
25 19 . 310e-04 . 5F_.! _.-t 02
26 34 275c.-04 "_ I _;e +03
• • t"
2.'7 32 .617e-05 . 175e+03
28 31 .294e-05 . 175e+03
29 27 . 131e-05 . 135e+03
30 24 . 140e-07 . lO_e._03
31 30 . J 34e-07 . I&7F+03
32 33 . 4 I 3C-08 . ."'(;Oe4 0"3
33 _ 298e-I0 811 e-t 02
34 18 . 340e--I I . 515E,_ 02


















b ¢.Tid i n9
b end lhn
b L- lJ d I t'J(J
[ end ! r,_n.


























• FIRST 5 FLEXIBLE MODES DOMINATE MODAL COST
• BEAM BENDING DOMINATES MODAL COST
CONTROL LAW DESIGN VIA
THE OUTPUT VARIANCE ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM
• ITERATIVE ALGORITHM DEVELOPED BY SKELTON AND DELORENZO
• OBJECTIVE IS TO CHOOSE DIAGONAL Q AND R IN THE LQG COST
FUNCTIONAL
S.T. THE LQG
= E (yTQy + uTRu)
CONTROL LAW SATISFIES
Ej 2 = o2l (or _ o 2 )
WHILE MINIMIZING





bounds on input variances
..
SENSOR AND ACTUATOR SELECTION
VIA INPUT/OUTPUT COST ANALYSIS
• SUBOPTIMAL APPROACH.
• BASED ON DECOMPOSING COST FUNCTION
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rms(los error) _ .02 deg
OUR FINDINGS
if noise through shuttle cmgs only:
rms(los error) ) .045 deg
if equivalent noise through all actuators:
rms(los error) ) .075 deg
CONCLUSIONS
• ORIGINAL SPECS ON LOS ERROR ARE NOT ACHIEVABLE.





u Eu i dimensionless measure of
USUM = Z
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• GOOD PERFOR_4ANCE MAY BE ACHIEVED WITH A MUCH SMALLER
SET OF SENSORS.
CONCLUSIONS
(I) RMS(LOS ERROR) _ .02 DEG IS NOT
ACHIEVABLE.
RMS(LOS ERROR) _-- .05 DEG IS
ACHIEVABLE IF NOISE IS ONLY THROUGH
SHUTTLE CMG'S.
RMS(LOS ERROR) <--- .08 DEG
ACHIEVABLE IF (EQUIVALENT)
IS THROUGH ALL ACTUATORS.
IS
NOISE
(II) PROOF NLASS ACTUATORS SHOULD BE
PLACED NEAR TOP OF MAST.
(III) GOOD PERFORMANCE MAY BE ACHIEVED
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Displacement Response with and without Control
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In the 1987-1990 period NASA has planned several ground and flight
experiments with the eventual objective of deploying large flexible structures
in space. A currently active precursor is the SCOLE experiment [1]. Here
the problem is that of slewing an offset antenna on a long (130 ft.) flexible
beam-like truss attached to the space shuttle, with rather stringent pointing
accuracy requirements (±.02 degrees). This paper examines the relevant
methodology aspects in robust feedback-control design for stability augmen'
ration of the beam using on-board sensors. We frame it as a stochastic
control problem - boundary control of a distributed parameter system described
by partial differential equations. While the framework is mathematical, the
emphasis is still on an engineering solution.
The fact that the deployment is in space makes model uncertainty the
major consideration in control design. Particularly serious in this regard
is for instance the modelling of inherent damping in the system long known
to be difficult [2], and a still unresolved problem even in theory. Hence
robustness becomes a must feature, even at the expense of optimality. Another
aspect is the complexity of computation, making any simulation study a costly
undertaking.
The overall model involving both slewing and beam stabilization is still
not well understood. Hence the two problems --of slewing and stabilization --
are best studied, at least in initial efforts such as reported here, separately.
We attempt stabilization at the termination of the slewing so that in parti-
cular the system is essentially linear except for a small nonlinear term
contributed by the kinematic nonlinearity. It should be noted that at present
F_E.C,EDb"4GpAGE _LAHK NOT FU,.gli_
we do not have a stochastic time-optimal control theory adequate for optimal
slewing based on sensor data.
An abstract mathematical formulation is developed in Section 2 as a
nonlinear wave equation in a Hilbert space. We show that the system is
controllable and develop a feedback control law that is robust in the sense
that it does not require quantitative knowledge of system parameters. The
stochastic control problem that arises in instrumenting this law using
appropriate sensors is treated in Section 3. Using an Engineering first
approximation which is valid for "small" damping, formulas for optimal choice
of the control gain are developed.
2. Abstract Formulation
We are concerned with the mast stabilization problem only and the model
we use assumes that the angular velocity of the shuttle-antenna system is
small enough to be neglected. We model the mast as a thin prismatic beam.
There is then the question of whether a finite-element model or a continuum
(involving partial differential equations) model should be used. Here we
deal only with the latter, the basic governing equations being beam bending
and torsion equations with controls at the boundaries.
With reference to Figure I, the beam of length L
axis, z being zero at the shuttle end. u_('), us(')
displacements along the Y-Z, X-Z planes and u_(°)
about the Z axis. In addition proof-mass controllers are provided at
points s I and s 2, on the beam, the locations to be chosen optimally.
Control moments are applied at both ends as well as control forces at the
reflector center. The various moments of inertia and masses are specified
in [I], [2].





We first develop an abstract mathematical model. We define
H = L2[0,L]3 x R 14 0 • L <
with the usual inner-product thereon denoted [ , ]. We fix the points
0 < s 2 < s 3 < L and define a linear operator A into H with domain D
in H defined as follows. We use u_('), us('), us(') to denote the






The domain D consists of elements x such that u#, u@, u G L2[0,L ]
Ill
and u_ (') has L 2 -derivatives in [0,s2], [s2,s 3] and [s3,L];
"(') • L2[O,L]; thesimilarly for u@('); u_(-) such that u_(') and u_
remaining components of x are specified as
x4 = u_(O+)
×5 = us(0*)
x 6 = u_(L-)
x 7 = us(L-)
I
x 8 = us(0+)





x14 = u#(s 2 )
x15" = uO(s 2 )
x16 = u_(s 3)
X17 = uS(S 3)
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Thus at least for x in D, we may identify the finite-dimensional part
as the "boundary." The operator A is then defined by
y - Ax
where the functional part (in L2[O,L] 3) is given by
and the boundary part by:
Y4 = EI _u;" (0+}
|mr
Ys " EIeUe (o+)
Y6 = -El _u; tt(L-)
to#
Y7 = -mieU e (L-)
tt
Y8 = -EX_u_{0+)
y 9 = -EIsu_(0+)




Y14 " EI_Cu_tCs2÷) - u_'Cs2-))
Y15 = Exe(Uet(S2+) - u_'(s2-))
Y16 " • EI_(U_'(S3÷) " U_'(S3-))
#H0 •
EIsu 0 ( )
-GI_u_ (•)
Y17 " EIe(ue't(s3+) - Ue't(s3-))
it may then be verified that D is dense and A is self-adjoint and
nonnegative definite. Moreover A has a compact resolvent with a complete
orthonormal set of eigenfunctions (modes). Zero is an eigenvalue.
The control system dynamics can then be characterized as a nonlinear
wave-equation:
MH(t) + Ax(t) + K(_(t)) + Bu(t) = 0 (2.1)
where M is a 17 × 17 nonsingular nonnegative definite matrix, and defines
self-adjoint positive definite linear operator H ont____ooH. Thecontrol
u(°) is in R 12, and
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If, 14 are symmetric positive definite (moment) matrices and
® denotes vector cross-product.
Two relevant properties of the function K(-) are:
(i) [K(x), x] = 0
(ii) IIK(x)Jl const llxll2
We do allow for "state noise" and let
l_l(t)
N(t} = N2(t )
N3(t}
FN(t) = x(t)
where N(t) is white Gaussian with spectral density matrix A, and the
components of x(t) are defined by
x (t) = 0 i = I, ,7
x 8 (t) = N 1 (t)
x9(t) = N2(t )
Xl0 (t) = N3(t )
x. (t) = 0 i > i01




we go over to the state-space form:
Y(t) = AY(t) + K(Y(t)) + 8u(t) + F(N(t))
where
Su(t) : I o I
-M'IBu(t)
(2.2)
and in the notation
we have
y --- y G HXH
K(y)
FN (t)
As is well known, we can introduce a new inner product, the "energy"
inner product
[Y'Z]E = [/A YI' /A Zl] + {MY2, z2]
on R(A) × H. R(A) is the orthogonal complement of the null space of A.
We denote the completed space by H E . We shall from now on consider only
H E . We have:
A + A* = 0
and of course A has a compact resolvent and we have an orthogonal decompo-
sition of H E given by
y = [ Pk Y
1








A_ k = w2M#k , 2 > 0 ' 2 ÷ _; (2.4)
m_ k, _jj . 6k.]
Let S(t) denote the semigroup generated by A. Then we have the repre-
sentation:




PkS(t) Pk = S(t) Pk "






Note that it is required that Yl satisfy:
It is easy to establish existence and uniqueness of solution for the
integral version of (2.2):
t t
Y(t) = S(t)Y(0) + f S(t-o) Bu(o) da + f S(t-o) FN(o) do
0 0
t
+ f S(t-o) K(Y(o)) do , (2.6)
0
without invoking any nonlinear semigroup theory, by just Picard iteration.
See [3].
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We can now state the basic result that yields a robust feedback-control
law for the deterministic system (seeing F = 0).
Theorem 2.1.
Let P be any 12 × 12
Then the feedback control
u(t) = -P B* Y(t)
is such that the "closed-loop" system
Y(t) = AY(t) - BPB*Y(t) + K(Y(t))
is globally asymptotically stable. That is to say
Uy(t)_E ÷ o
Proof. We refer to [4] for a proof.
is controllable in an essential way.
generated by (A - BPB*) is strongly stable:
We also obtain that
symmetric nonnegative definite nonsingular matrix.
as t ÷ =
The proof exploits the fact that
In particular the semigroup SB(t)
that is to say:
IISB(t)YII E ÷ 0 as t ÷ =
I llYll2f (pB*sB(t_Y, 6*sB(t_Y) dt : _ E
0
The control law is also optimal for the quadratic cost functional:




for the linear system
(A,B)
(2.9)
Y(t) = AY(t) + B/P u(t)
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3. Stochastic Control
To instrument the control law
u(tl - PB*_ (t)
- P_(t) (3.11
We need to assume co-located (rate) sensors. The sensor output v(t)
would then be:
v(t) = b(t) + N0(t) (3.2)
where N0(t ) represents the sensor noise, modelled as white Gaussian with
(12 x 12) spectral density matrix D. In terms of the state-space represen-
tation (2.2), we can rewrite (3.21 as
i
where
v(t) = CY(t} + No(t) (3.2)
C = B*
and C is of course finite-dimensional. If we assume that the separation
principle applies, a reasonable choice of control law would be
u(tl = Pb(t) (3.3)
where, E denoting conditional expectation:
b(t) = EIb(t) I v(s), s _ t]
b(t) = CY(t)
and of course
where Y(t) is the Kalman state estimate:
Y(t) = E[Y(t) I v(s), s < t]
<__ i v
Even if we were to neglect the nonlinear term K(.), this would require an
infinite-dimensional Kalman filter, which even if we could instrument it,
would depend on quantitative knowledge of the system parameters. Hence this
filter would need to be simplified in considerable measure, in favor of
robustness.
The simplest version would be one that did not distort _(t) and thus
would lead to the control law:
u(t) = Pv(t) (3.4)
We are thus introducing a noise input into the system which may excite
higher-order modes. Let us therefore study the system response which is
now given by the stochastic equation:
Y(t) = (A - BPB*)Y(t) - BPNo(t) + K(Y(t)) + FN(t) (3.5)
This can be expressed as an integral equation:
t





Yo(t) = SB(t)Y(0) - f SB(t-_)BPN0(O)do + f SB(t-o)FN(o) do
0 0
(3.7)
We note that because K(-) is locally Lipschitzian, we may solve (3.6) by
Picard iteration:
t
Yn+l = Y (t) + f SB(t-o)K(Y (o)) do . (3.8)
o n
0
We omit the details; see [ 3 ]. More important to us is actually (3.7).
We want to show that the process Y (-) is asymptotically stationary and
o
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evaluate its covariance function.




Following [5], since SB(')
in HE:
is strongly
f [SB(°)F^F*sB(a)*Y' Y]E do
0
For this purpose we note that SB(t)*
< = (3.9)
< = . (3.10)
is strongly stable with generator
A* - BP8*
and analogous to (2.9) we have that
Hence
Since
1 UYH_.f U_8*sB_t)*Y_2 _t =
O
f U_pS"sB(t)*y[I 2 at .< _2 [IP]I IlYJ[2 <
O
n_*sBct)_,yn .< llS*sB(t)*yll
we also obtain (3.10). For Y, Z in H E let
[R(t,s)Y, Z] = E([Y0(t), Y] [Yo(S) ,Z])
Then we have that
R(t,s) = SB(t-s) R(s,s) ,
and hence it fellows that
t .> s
where
limit R(t+L, s+L) = SB(t-s) R® , t _ s
[R=Y.Y] = [ II_PS*sB(t)*YH 2 at
0





The process Y (')
o
is thus asymptotically stationary with covariance operator
SB(t-s)R _ t _ s
We note that R is no__ttnecessarily nucleaD even though R(t,t) will be if
R(0,0) is. Indeed taking
D = dI ; P = I
we obtain that
f , Ps"sBct).Y,2dt --_dUYU 2
0
From (3.8) we can show that the process Y(t) is asymptotically stationary,
since Y (') will have this property for each n. Since it would appear
n
that the nonlinearity is small, we shall now Concentrate our attention on
the linear approximation Y (-).
o
The eigenfunctions of (A - BPB*) are approximately the same as that
of A and the eigenvalues are
_k
o k t i_ k ; _
"where
2_ k = [Pbk, bk] (3.13)
Hence
2 ([DPbk,Pb k] + [F*_k,F*#k])+ +
[R_k' _k]E = _k [Pbk,b k]
(3.14)
which is thus the noise energy in the kth mode. We see that increasing
P increases the damping but also increases the noise excitation. In prac-
tice one would want a compromise between increasing damping at selected
low order modes but keeping the noise excitation at higher order modes within
bound. Clearly further work is needed before any attempt at control design.
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We may also mention one point of purely theoretical interest. To
characterize the distributions of the noise response of a nonlinear system
described by ordinary differential equations one uses the Fokker-Planck-
Kolmogorov equations which are partial differential equations. In (3.5)
we have a nonlinear partial differential equation; it would be of interest
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SUMMARY
The problem of controlling large, flexible space systems has been the
subject of considerable research. Many approaches to control system
synthesis have been evaluated using computer simulation. In several cases,
ground experiments have also been used to validate system performance under
more realistic conditions. There remains a need, however, to test
additional control laws for flexible spacecraft and to directly compare
competing design techniques. In this paper an NASA program is discussed
which has been initiated to make direct comparisons of control laws for,
first, a mathematical problem, then an experimental test article is being
assembled unde_ _he cognizance of the Spacecraft Control Branch at the NASA
Langley Research Center with the advice and counsel of the IEEE Subcom-
mittee on Large Space Structures. The physical apparatus will consist of a
softly supported dynamic model of an antenna attached to the Shuttle by a
flexible beam. The control o_ective will include the task of directing
the line-of-sight of the Shuttle/antenna configuration toward a fixed
target, under conditions of noisy data, limited control authority and
random disturbances. The open competition started in the early part
of ]984. Interested researchers are provided information intended to
facilitate the analysis and control synthesis tasks. A workshop is planned
for early December at the NASA Langley Research Center to discuss and
compare results.
INTRODUCTION
Many future spacecraft wlll be large and consequently quite flexible.
As the size of antennae is increased, the frequencies of the first flex-
Ible modes will decrease and overlap the pointing system bandwidth. It
will no longer be possible to use low gain systems with simple notch
filters to provide the required control performance. Multiple sensors and
actuators, and sophisticated control laws will be necessary to ensure
stability, reliability and the pointing accuracy required for large,
flexible spacecraft.
Control of such spacecraft has been studied wlth regard given to
modeling, order reduction, fault management, stability and dynamic system
performance. Numerous example applications have been used to demonstrate
specific approaches to pertinent control problems. Both computer simula-
tions and laboratory experiment results have been offered as evidence of
the validity of the approaches to control large, flexible spacecraft.
Concerns remain, however, because of the chronic difficulties in control-
ling these lightly damped large-scale systems. Because of these concerns
and because of the desire to offer a means of comparing technical
approaches directly, an NASA/IEEE Design Challenge is being offered. An
experimental test article is being assembled under the cognizance of the
Spacecraft Control Branch at the NASA Langley Research Center with the
advice and counsel of the IEEE (COLSS) Subcommittee on Large Space
Structures. This Spacecraft Control Laboratory Experiment ($COLE) will
serve as the focus of a design challenge for the purpose of comparing
directly different approaches to control synthesis, modeling, order
reduction, state estimation and system identification.
The configuration of the SCOLE will represent a large antenna attached
to the Space Shuttle orbiter by a flexible beam. This configuration was
chosen because of its similarity to proposed space flight experiments and
proposed space-based antenna systems. This paper will discuss the "Design
Challenge" in terms of both a mathematical problem and a physical experi-













acceleration vector ft/sec 2
beam cross section area
observation matrix
































moment of inertia matrix, Shuttle body
moment of inertia matrix, reflector body
beam cross section moment of inertia, roll bending
beam cross section moment of inertia, pitch bending
beam polar moment of inertia, yaw torsion
length of the reflector mast, beam
control moment applied to the Shuttle body
control moment applied to the reflector body
disturbance moment applied to the Shuttle body
mass of entire Shuttle/antenna configuration
mass of Shuttle body
mass of reflector body
mass density of beam
beam position variable
direction cosine matrix, Shuttle body ()earth = Tl()Shuttle body
direction cosine matrix, reflector body ()earth = T4()reflector
body
inertial velocity, Shuttle body
inertial velocity, reflector body
lateral deflection of beam bending in y-z plane
lateral deflection of beam bending in x-z .plane
angular deflection of beam twisting about z axis
position variables
displacement of proof-mass actuator
line-of-sight pointing requirement





noise contaminating acceleration measurements
angular velocity of Shuttle body
angular velocity of reflector body
DISCUSSION
The objective of the NASA-IEEE Design Challenge concerning the control
of flexible spacecraft is to promote direct comparison of different
approaches to control, state estimation and systems identification. The
design challenge has principal parts, the first using a mathematical model,
and the second using laboratory experimental apparatus. The specific parts
of the Spacecraft Control Laboratory Experiment (SCOLE) program will be
discussed in detail.
Control Objectives
The primary control task is to rapidly slew or change the line-of-
sight of an antenna attached to the space Shuttle orbiter, and to settle or
damp the structural vibrations to the degree required for precise pointing
of the antenna. The objective w£1l be to minimize the time required to
slew and settle, until the antenna line-of-sight remains within the
angle 6. A secondary control task is to change direction during the
"on-target" phase to prepare for the next slew maneuver. The objective is
to change attitude and stabilize as quickly as possible, while keeping the
llne-of-slght error less than 6.
Math Model Dynamics
The initial phase of the design challenge will use a mathematical
model of the Shuttle orblter/antenna configuration. It is necessary to
obtain a balance, of course, between complex formulations which might be
more accurate and simplified formulations which ease the burden of
analysis.
The dynamics are described by a distributed parameter beam equation
Withrlgid bodies, each having mass and inertia at either end. One body
represents Space Shuttle orbiter; the other body is the antenna reflector.
The equations for the structural dynamics and Shuttle motion are formed by
adding to the rlgld-body equations of motion , beam-bendlng and torsion
equations. The boundary conditions at the ends of the beam contain the
forces and moments of the rigid Shuttle and reflector bodies. The
nonlinear klnetmatlcs couples the otherwise uncoupled beam equations.
Additional terms represent the action of two, 2-axls proof-mass actuators
at locations on the beam chosen by the designer.
The rlgld-body equations of motion for the Shuttle body are given by:
= i I( Lil 1+ Ml + % + MB,I>
m I
Similarly, for the reflector body,
w4 ffi - 141(_414u4 + N4 + MB, 4)
v 4 = F4 + FBt 4
"4
The direction cosine matrices defining the attitudes of the Shuttle and
reflector bodies are given by:
The direction cosine matrices defining the attitudes of the Shuttle and the
reflector bodies are related to the beam end conditions.
I 0 0 I Ic°iAO 0 si_AI l_i A_ -sinA_ I
T4 = cosA¢ -stnA 1 A_ cosA? T 1
sinA_ cosA_ _sinAO 0 cosA_ 0
where:
s=O
The equations of motion for the flexible beam-like truss connecting the
reflector and Shuttle bodies consist of standard beam bendin E and torsion
partial differential equations with energy dissapative terms which enable
damped modes with constant characteristics for fixed, though dynamic, end
conditions. The system of equations can be viewed as driven by changing




a2u¢ a3u_ a4u¢ 4
2_ _ _ + EI_ _ " I [f_ 6(s-s ) + g¢ a___6(S_Sn) ]
at2 as2at as4 n-I m,n n ,n as
PITCH BEAM BENDING:
PA _a2Uo a3u 0 a4Uo 4 a6 (S_Sn) ]
at 2 2_0 PA_-- +EIo as2at EIo--ffias4 n=ll[fO,n6(S-Sn ) + go,n a-_
YAW BEAM TORSION:
where:
a2uv a3u? a2uv 4
--_ a(s - s )
Ply + 2_I_ _ _ + GI_ = _" g_,n n
at 2 as2at as 2 n=!





f¢,2 = m2--at 2
s=s 2
a26
+ m 2 at 2
{PROOF-MASS ACTUATOR FORCE}
a2u_ If_,3 = m3--at2
S=S 3
a2 8
+ m3 at 2
{PROOF-MASS ACTUATOR}
I a2" f_,4 = m4- - I
at2 zz,4 at 2
s=130
-- /32.5 + F
Y
{ REFLECTOR BODY FORCE}
a2Uo Jf(_,l " ml
at 2
SfS 1
{SHUTTLE BODY FORCE }
a2u 0






f®,3 = m3 a2ue I a2_al: 2 + m3 - al:2-0'2
s=s 3
{PROOF-MASS ACTUATOR FORCE}













= 0 {PROOF-MASS ACTUATOR, MOMENT}
/g_,3 lgo,3
gv,3
= 0 {PROOF-MASS ACTUATOR, MOMENT}
I g_'4 1
go,4 = 14_4 + m414_4 + M4 + %FB,4
g_,4
{REFLECTOR BODY, MOMENT}




















The line-of-sight error described in figure 2 is affected by both the
pointing error of the Shuttle body and the mlsalignment of the reflector
due to the deflection of the beam supporting the reflector. The llne-of-
sight is defined by a ray from the feed which is reflected at the center of







is the feed location (3.75, O, O)
is the location of the center of the reflector (18.75, -32.5,
-13o) in an undefl_cted _,alts.
is a unit vector in the direction of the reflector axis in
Shuttle body coordinates
The vector RA can be related to the direction cosine attitude matrices
for the Shuttle body, TI, and the reflector body, T4, by
The relative alignment of the reflector to the Shuttle body Is given by
TTT4_ which Is a function of the structural deformations of the beam.
The line-of-sight error,
target direction, given by the unit vector,
direction in Earth axes, TIRLo s.
e= ARCSIN IDTX TIRLosI
e, is the angular difference between the
DT, and the line-of-slght
or ARCSIN IDTTIRLos I
Computer programs are available which generate time histories of the
rigid body and the mode shapes and frequencies for the body-beam-body
configuration for "pitch" bending, "roll" bending and "yaw" twisting.
Since the modes are based on solving explicitly the distributed parameter
equations (without damping and without kinematic coupling) there is no
limit to the number of modal characteristic sets that can be generated by
the program. It will be the analyst's decision as to how many modes need
to be considered.
Laboratory Experiment Description
The second part of the design challenge is to validate in the
laboratory, the system performance of the more promising control system
designs of the first part. The experimental apparatus will consist of a
dynamic model of the Space Shuttle orbiter with a large antenna reflector
attached by means of a flexible beam. The dynamic model will be exten-
sively instrumented and will have attached force and moment generating
devices for control and for disturbance generation. A single, flexible
tether will be used to suspend the dynamic model, allowing complete angular
freedom in yaw, and limited freedom in pitch and roll. An inverted
position will be used to let the reflector mast to hang so that gravity
effects on mast bending will be minimized. The dynamics of the laboratory
model will of necessity be different from the mathematical model discussed
earlier.
DesignChallenge, Part One
For part one of the design challenge, the following mathematical
problem is addressed. Given the dynamic equations of the Shuttle/antenna
configuration, what control policy minimizes the time to slew to a target
and to stabilize so that the llne-of-slght (LOS) error is held, for a time,
within a specified amount, 6. During the time that the LOS error is
within 6, the attitude must change 90 ° to prepare for the next slew
maneuver. This was previously referred to as the sescondary control task.
The maximum moment and force generating capability will he limited. Advan-
tage may be taken of selecting th_ most suitable initial alignment of the
Shuttle/antenna about its assigned initial RF axis, line-of-sight.
Random, broad band-pass disturbances will be applied to the configuration.
Two proof-mass, force actuators may be positioned anywhere along the heam.
The design guidelines are summarized below:
I. The initial line-of-sight error is 20 degrees.
e(o) = 20 degrees
2. The initial target direction is straight down.
3. The initial alignment about the line-of-sight is free to he chosen
by the designer. Advantage may be taken of the low value of
moment of inertia in roll. The Shuttle/antenna is at rest
initially.
4. The objective is to point the line-of-sight of the antenna and
stabilize to within 0.02 degree of the target as quickly as
possible.
6 = 0.02 degree
5. Control moments can be applied at I00 Hz sampling rate to both the
Shuttle and reflector bodies of lO,000 ft-lb for each axis. The
commanded moment for each axis is limited to I0,000 ft-lb. The
actual control moment's response to the commanded value is
flrst-order with a time constant of 0.! second.
For the rolling moment applied to the Shuttle body:
"104 < MX,I ,command <-- 104
-0.I -0.I) , n.(n )MX,I(n + I) = e MX,I(n) + (i - e MX,I comma o
Equations for other axes and for the reflector body are similar.
6. Control forces can be applied at the center of the reflector In
the X and Y directions only. The commanded force in a
particular direction is limited to 800 ibs. The actual control
force's response to the commanded value is flrst-order with a
response time of 0.l second.
For the side for applied to the reflector body:
t
-800 _ Fy,comman d ! 800
Fy(n + 1) = e -0"I Fy(n) + (I - e -0"l) F omm nd (n)Y,c a
Equations for X-axis are similar.
7. Control forces using two proof-mass actuators (each having both
X and Y axes) can be applied at two points on the beam. The
strokes are limited to ± I ft, and the masses weight I0 ibs each.
The actual stroke follows a flrst-order response to limited
commanded values.
owhere:
For the X-axis of the proof-mass actuator at s2:
-1 _ AX,2,command < 1.
_X,2(n + 1) = e -0"1 -0.1) command(n)/_X,2(n) + (1 - e AX,2,
Equations for other axes and locations are similar.
The inertial attitude dlreciton cosine matrix for the Shuttle body
lags in time the actual values by 0.01 second and are made at a
rate of I00 samples per second. Each element of the direction
cosine measurement matarix is contaminated by additive,
uncorrelated Gaussian noise having an rms value of O.001, The
noise has zero mean.
Ts,measured(n + 1) = Ts,true(n) +
dll(n) d12 (n) dt3(n)
d21(n) d22(n) d23(n)
d31(n) d32 (n) d33(n)
E{dij(n) } = 0
E{dlj(n)dkL(n)l = 0
E{dij<n)dij(n + k)} = 0
= [.ool]
for i _ k or j ¢ L
for k • 0
for k = 0
401
. The angular velocity measurements for both the Shuttle and
reflector bodies pass through a flrst-order filter with 0.05 sec
time constant and lag in time the actual values by 0.01 second and
are made at a rate of I00 samples per second. Each rate
measurement is contaminated by additive, Gausslan, uncorrelated




_l,X,measured(n + l) = _l,X,filtered(n) + Cl,x(n)
E{el,z(n) cl,x(n + k)} = 0 for k _ 0
= (.02) 2 for k = 0
I,X, filtered = - 20 _l,X,filtered + 20 _l,X,true
I0. Three-axis accelerometers are located on the Shuttle body at the
base of the mast and on the reflector body at Its center. Two-
axes (X and Y) accelerometers are located at intervals of
i0 feet along the mast. The acceleration measurements pass
through a flrst-order filter with a 0.05 second time constant and
lag in time the actual values by O.OL second, and are made at a
rate of I00 samples per second. Each measurement is contaminated




al,x,measured(n + 1) = al,X,filtered(n) + TI,x(n )
E{TI,X(n) TI,x(n + k)} -- 0 for k ¢ 0
2
= (.05) for k = 0
where:
II.
_l,X,filtered ffi- 20 al,X,filtered + 20 U1,X,true
Gaussian, uncorrelated step-llke disturbances are applied
I00 times per second to the Shuttle body in the form of 3-axes
moments, having rms values of I00 ft-lbs. These disturbances
have zero mean.
For example:
E{MD,x(n) MD,X(n + k)} = 0 for k # 0
= (100) 2 for k = 0
In summary, the designer's task for part one is to: (I) derive a
control law for slewing and stabilization, coded in FORTRAN; (2) select an
initial attitude in preparation for slewing 20 degrees; and (3) select two
positions for the 2-axes proof-mass actuators. An official system
performance assessment computer program will be used to establish the time
required to slew and stabilize the Shuttle/antenna configuration.
Design Challenge, Part Two
As in part one, the task is to minimize the time to slew and stabilize
a Shuttle antenna configuration. The difference is that in part two of the
design challenge, a physical laboratory model will be used instead of the
dynamic equations of part one. The constraints on total moment and force
generation capability will apply to part two, as for part one. Again, the
analyst may select the initial alignment about the assigned initial RF
line-of-slght. Disturbances will be injected into the Shuttle/antenna
model. The designer's task will be similar to that for part one.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A Design Challenge, in two parts, has been offered for the purpose of
comparing directly different approach to controllin_ a flexible
Shuttle/antenna configuration. The first part of the design challenge uses
only mathematical equations of the vehicle dynamics; the second part uses a
physical laboratory model of the same configuration. The Spacecraft
Control Laboratory Experiment (SCOLE) program is being conducted under the
cognizance of the Spacecraft Control Branch at the NASA Langley Research
Center. The NASA/IEEE Design Challenge has the advice and counsel of the
IEEE-COLSS Subcommittee on Large Space Structures. Workshops will be held
to enable investigators to compare results of their research.








































_A = 0.09556 slugs/it
i_ = 4.0 x 107 Ib-ft 2
= .003
pA , = 0.09556 slugs/it
El 0 = 4.0 x I07 Ib-ft 2
_O ,, .003
0.9089 slug-it















































































































Roll bending mode # 2. Frequency= 1.29 FIz
RoD bending mode # 3. Frequency= 4.80 Hz
Roll bending mode # 4. Frequency= 19.29 Hz
RoD bending mode # 5. Frequency= 2S.68 Hz
Roll bending mode # 6. Frequency= $8.89 FIz
Roll bending mode # 7. Frequency= 57.90 Hz
Roll bending mode # 8. Frequency= 80.72 Hz
Figure 4a.- l'lot._ of normalized roi[ bending mode. shapes
for SCOLE configuration.
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Pitch bending mode # t. Frequency= .29 Hz
Pitch bending mode # 2. Frequency= 1.65 Hz
.L
Pitch bending mode # 3. Frequency- 4.97 Hz
Pitch bending mode # 4. Frequency= 12.36 Hz
Pitch bending mode # 5. Frequency= 23.72 Hz
Pitch bending mode # 6. Frequency= 38.91 Hz
Pitch bending mode # 7. Frequency= 57.92 Hz
Pitch bending mode # 8. Frequency-- 80.73 Hz
el
8"
Figure 4b.- Plots of normalized pitch bending mode shapes
for SCOLE configuration.
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Torsional mode # 1. [requenc¥= .53 Hz
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Torsional mode /_ 2. Frequency= 45.12 Hz
Tordonal mode # 3. Frequency= 90.23 Hz
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Tordonal mode # 4_ :Frequency: 135.35 Hz
Torsional mode _ 5. Frequency= 180.46 Hz
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b
Torsional mode # 6. Frequency= 225.57 Hz
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Torsional mode # 7. _requenc_/= 270.69 Hz
Torsional mode /_ 8. l_requenc¥ - 315.80 Hz
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The Spacecraft Control Laboratory Experiment is a facility for the
investigation of control techniques for large flexlble spacecraft. The control
problems to be studied are slewlng maneuvers and pointing operations. The facility
Implements the salient characteristics of a flexible satelllte with distributed
sensors and actuators.
The flexible satellite is represented by a continuous structure consisting of a
large mass and inertia connected to a small mass and inertia by a slender, flexible
beam. The structure is suspended by a single cable mounted to a universal joint at
the system C. G. The sensors for the experiment consist of aircraft quality rate
sensors and servo-accelerometerso The shuttle attitude will be determined through a
combination of Inertial measurements and optical sensing techniques. Actuators for
the experiment consist of Control Moment Gyros, reaction wheels, and cold gas
thrusters. Computatlonal facilities consist of mlcro-computer-based central
processing units wlth appropriate analog interfaces for implementation of the
primary control system, the attitude estimation algorithm and the CMG steering law.
Details of the experimental apparatus and the system software are presented in this
paper.
ABSTRACT
A laboratory facility for the study of control laws for large flexible
spacecraft is described in the following paper. The facility fulfills the
requlrements of the Spacecraft Control Laboratory Experiment (SCOLE) design
challenge for a laboratory experiment, which will allow slew maneuvers and pointing
operations. The structural apparatus is described in detail sufficient for
modelling purposes. The sensor and actuator types and characteristics are described
so that identification and control algorithms may be designed. The control
implementation computer and real-time subroutines are also described.
INTRODUCTION
A modelling and control design challenge for flexible space structures has been
presented to the technical community by the NASA and IEEE (ref. 1). The Spacecraft
Control Laboratory Experiment (SCOLE) was constructed to provide a physical test bed
for the Investigation and validation techniques developed in response to the design i
challenge. The control problems to be studied are slewing maneuvers and pointing
operations. The slew is defined as minimum time maneuver to bring the antenna
llne-of-sight (LOS) pointing to within an error limit of the pointing target. The
second control objective is to rotate about the llne of sight and stabilize about
the new attitude whlle keeping the LOS error within the bound 6. The SCOLE problem
is defined as two design challenges. The first challenge is to design control laws,
using a given set of sensors and actuators, for a mathematlcal model of a large
antenna attached to the space shuttle by a long flexlble mast. The second challenge
Is to design and implement the control laws on a structural model of the system in a
laboratory environment. Thls report gives preliminary specifications of the
laboratory apparatus so that interested investigators may begin design and
simulation for the laboratory experiment.
The laboratory experiment shown In figure 1 attempts to implement the
deflnltlon of the modelllng and control deslgn challenge wlthln reasonable limits of
the l-g atmospheric environment. The experimental facility exhibits the essential
SCOLE characterlstlcs of a large mass/Inertia (space shuttle model) connected to a
.small mass/Inertia (antennae reflector) by a flexible beam. Control sensors and
actuators are typical of those which the control designer would have to deai with on
an actual spacecraft. Some trades are made in terms of structure, sensors,
actuators, and computational capability in order to develop the experiment in a
timely and cost-effectlve manner. To thls end, the basle structure is made of
homogeneous, continuous elements. It is suspended from a steel cable with the
positive z-axis of the shuttle pointing up, thus minimizing the static bending of
the antenna mast. The suspension point Is a two-degree-of-freedom glmbal for pitch
and roll with yaw freedom supplied by the suspension cable. The sensors are
aircraft quality rate sensors and servo-accelerometers. The shuttle attitude will
be determined through a combination of Inertlal measurements and optlcal sensing
techniques.
The shuttle control moments are provided by a pair of two-axls control moment
gyros (CHG's). Mast-mounted control torques can be applied by a pair of two-axls
reaction wheels. The reflector-based forces are provided by solenold-actuated cold-
air thrusters. Reflector mounted torque devlces are a trio of high-authority
reaction wheels. Computational facilities consist of micro-computer-based central
processing units with appropriate analog interfaces for implementation of the
primary control system, the attitude estimation algorithm, and the CMG steering
law. All of the elements which make up the SCOLE experiment are described In detail
In the following text.
The description of the apparatus covers five major groups: The basic
structural elements are described and pertinent dimensions and structural properties
are provided. The sensor locations and their dynamic properties are presented. The
actuator locatlons and estimated dynamic properties are also given. The mass prop-
erties of the combined structure, sensor and actuator system are given. Finally,
the computing system and analog interfaces are described.
The contents of this report are considered accurate at the time of
publication. All of the planned SCOLE components are implemented and are ava£1able
to the user at a raw signal level. However, due to continued refinement of some of
the components, specific details of the system may change over the llfe-time of the
experimental apparatus.
STRUCTURES
The SCOLE is comprised of three basle structures, the shuttle, the mast, and
the reflector panel. The assembly of these individual components and the global
reference frame are shown in figure 2,
The shuttle planform Is made from a 13/16-1nch steel plate and has overall
dimensions of 83.R hy............._ O _n_h_ T_...r_1_._ ..^,-k_._6,,_IS 501.7 pounds. The shuttle's
center-of-mass is located 3.4 inches below the experiment's point of suspension, and
26.8 inches forward of the tall edge (fig. 3).
The mast is 120 inches long. It is made from stainless steel tublng and weighs
4.48 pounds. One-inch thick manifolds are mounted to the mast at each end. The
assembly of these parts and their dimenslons are shown in figure 4.
The reflector panel Is hexagonal in shape, made from welded aluminum tubing,
and weighs 4.76 pounds (fig. S). It is located 126.6 inches below the SCOLE's point
of suspension. The center of the reflector is located at 12.0 inches in the x
direction and 20.8 inches in the y direction from the end of the mast.
The complete system is suspended from an ll-foot cable attached at the system
center-of-gravlty via a universal joint. Roll and pitch rotational freedom is
provided by pillow-block bsll bearings which have an estimated break-out torque of
0.1 it-lb. The universal Joint is shown in figure 6. It Is fixed to the shuttle
plate, and the system center-of-gravlty is made to coincide with the center-of-
rotation by means of an adjustable counter balance system.
SENSORS
The sensors for the experiment consists of nine servo-accelerometers and two,
3-axls rotational rate sensing units. An optical sensor will provide yaw attitude
of the shuttle. The power supplies for these sensors are mounted on the shuttle
plate to minimize the number of large gauge wires which must cross the universal
Joint suspension point. Only a single ll5 VAC cable and 33 signal wires cross the
universal Joint. The wires for the sensors are routed on the shuttle and along the
mast.
Accelerometers
All nine accelerometers have a frequency response which is nearly flat up to
350 Hz. Llnearlty Is within 0.17 percent of the full-scale output. A typical
calibration is presented in figure 7. Individual callbrations are available on
request.
The shuttle-mounted accelerometers shown in figure 8a sense the x, y, and z
accelerations. These sensors are dlstributed away from the suspension point to aid
inertial attitude estimation. The locations and sensitive axls are shown in
figure 8b.
The mast-mounted accelerometers shown in figure 9a sense x and y acceleratlon
at locatlons about one-thlrd of the mast length from each end. The posltlons and
sensing axls of the devices are shown in flgure 9b.
The reflect0r-mounted accelerometers are shown In figure lOa. They are
positioned in the center of the reflector below the thrusters and sense the x and y
accelerations. The coordinates and sensing axis of the devices are shown In
figure lOb.
l_te Sensors
The rotatlonal rate sensors are three-axls, alrcraft-quallty Instruments. The
frequency response is approximately flat to I Hz and -6 db at I0 Hz. Linearlty Is
about 0.6 percent full scale. A typical callbratlon is shown in figure II. The
range is 60 deg/sec for the yaw and pltch axls and 360 deg/sec, for roll. The
threshold is 0.0l deg/sec.
The shuttle-mounted rate sensor package, shown in figure 12a, senses
three-axls, rigid body angular rates of the shuttle plate. Its coordinates and
sensing axis are presented in figure 12b.
The mast-mounted rate sensor package, shown in figure 13a, senses three-axis
angular rates at the reflector end of the mast. Its coordlnates and sensing axis
are presented in figure 13b.
The sensor Information required for control system design Is summarized In
Table I. The sensor type Is llsted in column 2, and Its sensed variable is listed
in column 3. The analog interface channel Is listed next, The coordinates of the
parts with respect to the universal Joint are listed In the next three columns. The
sensitivities In terms of analog-to-digltal converter units are listed next. The
error llst shows the RMB deviation of the rate sensors or the percentage_of full-
scale llnearity error for the accelerometers. The linear range of the instruments
is listed in the next-to-last column,
OPTICAL SENSOR
An optical sensor will be provided to determine yaw attltude of the shuttle.
The optical sensor Is a planar photo-diode with appropriate optics mounted on the
ground. The outputs of the sensor are proportional to the posltlon of an Infared
light source on the shuttle. The sensor data Is processed by a dedicated micro-
controller and then sent to the main CPU over a serial data llnk for transformation
to attitude angles. No photographs or calibration data are available for thls
device,
ACI_&TORS
The actuators consist of both proportional and on-off controllers, Shuttle
attitude control is provided by a pair of two-axls control moment gyros (CHG's).
Mast vlbratlon suppression can be achieved wlth a pair of orthogonally mounted reac-
Clon wheel actuators positioned st two stations on the mast. Reflector forces are
provided by four cold gas Jets. Reflector torques are provided by three ortho-
gonally mounted reactlon wheels at the end of the mast. As with the sensors, all
devices are inertial, and the power supplies and amplifiers are mounted on the
shuttle. Fifteen command slgnal wires cross the unlversal joint. All actuators
were manufactured In house.
Control Moment b'_/ros
The CMG's each have two gimbals which are equipped wlth Individual direct drive
DC torque motors. The momentum wheel is mounted In the inner gimbal and driven by
two permanent magnet DC motors. The nominal operational momentum is about 2.5 ft-
Ib-sec. The glmbal torque motors are driven by current amplifiers so the output
torque will be proportional to the command voltage sent to the amplifier. The
glmbal torquers will produce +]- 1.5 ft-lbs at freouencles up to IkHz. The gimbals
are instrumented with tachometers and s/ne-coslne potenlometers to facilitate
decoupled control of the shuttle attitude angles. A dedicated computer will be used
to control the CHG gimbals. Routines wlZl be provided so that users may command
decoupled shuttle torques or glmbal torque commands.
The sensitivity calibration curve of a typlcal gimbal motor is shown in
figure 14. No other calibration data are available for the CMG's.
The forward CHG is shown In figure 15a. Note that the outer glmbal Is fixed
and parallel to the pitch axis of the shuttle. The inner glmbal is nominally orien-
ted so that the spln axis of the momentum wheel Is parallel to the shuttle z-axls.
The second CMG, Is mounted at the rear of the shuttle so that the outer glmbal is
parallel to the z-axis. The inner glmbal is nominally oriented so that the rotor
spln axis Is parallel to the shuttle x-axis. The coordinates and nominal axis of
actuation of the CMG's are shown in figure 15b.
Reaction Wheels
The mast-mounted reaction wheels consist of aluminum disks with Inertia of
about 0.00027 Ib-ft-sec 2 mounted directly on the drive shaft of a 20 oz-ln
permanent magnet DC motor. The motors are powered by high bandwidth current
amplifiers. A torque sensitivity plot is presented in flgure 16. No other
calibration data are available. A typical reaction wheel assembly is shown in
figure 17a. The two actuator locations and their axis of actuatlon are shown in
figure 17b.
The mast end mounted reaction wheels consist of D C permanent magnet pancake
motors which are mounted wlth the armature flxed to the structure. The stator and
case of the motor are allowed to rotate via a sllp rlng assembly, thus provldlng
high inertia mass to flxed mass efficiency.
The motors are powered by high bandwidth current amplifiers. The torque
capability of these devices is estlmated to be about 50 oz-ln. No senslty plot or
other calibration data is presently available. The three-axls reactlon wheel
assembly is shown in figure 18a. The actuator locations and their axis of actuation
are shown In flgure 18a.
Thrusters
The control forces on the reflector are provided by solenoid actuated cold gas
Jets. The thrusters are mounted in the center of the reflector and act In the x-y
plane. The Jets are supplled by a compressed alr tank mounted on the shuttle. The
pressurized air travels through the mast to the solenold manifold, whlch gates the
alr flow between the regulated supply tank and the thrusters as shown in figure 19.
Thrust is initiated by opening the solenold with a discrete command. The rlse time
and transient oscillation of thrust is shown in figure 20. The magnitude and dura-
tlon of the thrust before the air supply is depleted at 60-psi nozzle pressure is
shown in figure 21. The pertinent data from figures 20 and 21 are tabulated In
Table II.
The thrusters are shown in figure 22a. Their location and axls of actuation
are shown in figure 22b.
The actuator Information requlred for control system design Is summarized In
Table III. The actuator type and dlrectlon of actlon are llsted In Column 2. The
analog interface channels are listed in Column 3. The coordinates of the devices
are listed in the next three columns. The sensltlvltles of the actuators in terms
of digltal-to-analog converter units are shown in Column 7. An estimate of the
thruster RMS deviatlons exhibited in flgure 19 is presented as error data. No other
error data are available. The maximum range of the system actuators is shown in the
next-to-last column.
NASS PROPERTIES
The position and weight of the various pieces of equipment, which collectlvely
form the SCOLE apparatus, are cataloged in Table IV. Distances are measured from
the point of suspension to the approximate center-of-mass of each component. Each
major component is llsted In the second column of the table. The x, y, z
coordinates are listed next. The weight of each component Is listed In Column 6.
The remaining columns are the mass moments and moments of inertia, The totals for
the complete system are presented on the bottom row.
CO_UTER SYSTEM
The main computer for control law implementation will be a mlcro-computer based
on the Motorola M68000 microprocessor. The computer has 2.0 H-byte of random access
memory and a 40 M-byte hard disk. The operating system Is based on UNIX with C,
Fortran and Pascal compilers available for applications programming. The computer
has 12 serial ports and 1 parallel port. Terminals are connected on four of the
ports and an answer-only modem is attached to another. One port is used for an
orlginate-only modem. A llne printer Is attached to another port. The optical
sensor Is connected to a serial port. The IBM PC, which is used to drive the CMG's,
Is also connected to a serial port.
Analog interfaces consist of a four-blt, output-only discrete channel: an 8
bit discrete output port, an 8-blt discrete input port, 8 dlgltal-to-analog
converters, and 64 analog-to-dlgltal converters. All converters are 12-bit devices
wlth a range of +/-10v. These interfaces are shown schematlcally in figure 23. The
CMG control software required for the PC should be relatively transparent to the
controls designer who will be operating on the CRDS computer.
Subroutines for accessing the analog interfaces and setting the digital
sampling interval are described in Appendix A. The most commonly used routines are
listed below.
For accessing the analog devices:
getadc - read the analog-to-dlgltal converters
setdac - set the digital-to-analog converters
thrust - set the cold-gas thrusters.
To control the sampling interval:
rtime - sets the sample period marks the begLnnlng
of a real-time loop.
A time-iine of the synchronization of the sample interval using the routine
rtime and the analog interface routine usage is shown in figure 24. The basic
operation is as follows:
The user first calls rtlme wlth flag=.true., and a valid sample Interval.
After setting the timer perlod, the routine starts the user's real-tlme
routine and the interval clock. The user routine wlll use some or all of
the subroutine calls shown. When the user computations and actuator
commands are complete, the routine must return to the top of the real-tlme
loop and once again call rtlme. If this occurs before the end of the
sample interval, the time-out condition will he Inhibited and rtlme will
wait for the next rising edge of the sample Interval clock and then return
to the calling program. If the user computations take longer than the
sample interval, a time-out condition will be signaled to the operator
when rtlme Is called. The user may choose to ignore the condition and
continue or may take specific steps to alleviate the condition.
The procedure for logging on to the computer is as follows:
Set communication parameters to 1200 baud, 7 bit, even parity.
Dial in to the Langley data communication switching system at
804-865-4037. When connected, type a carriage return.
To the system prompt "ENTER RESOURCE CODE" type "acrl."
Walt until "GO" and the "name:" prompt appear on the screen.
Type in your iog-ln information. All investigators will be given a three-
letter log-ln name (usually the university affiliation).
Some useful system commands are listed below:
To transfer a file to the experiment computer from a smart terminal, type
cat> flleuame <cr> and then enable the upload function of the local
terminal. When the upload is complete, type <cntl>d.
To transfer a file from the experiment computer to a smart terminal, type
cat fllename then enable the download function of the local terminal and
type a <cr>.
To list the contents of a directory, type 1 <cr>.
To look at a file, type p fllenmae.
To compile a FORTRAN program and link with real-time system commands and
TCS graphics, type frt fllename.
Note: fllename must have the extension .for. The executable code will be
under fllename without the .for extenslon. To run, simply type fllename
without any extenslon.
To llst the system commands, type 1 /bin. to get a description of any
command, type describe cow,Ind.
System user guides will be avallable upon request from the Spacecraft Control
Branch, M/S 161, NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA, 23665-5225. Other
detalls for operating In a real-tlme mode will be provlded at the tlme of
Implementatlon.
CONCLUDINC REMARKS
The SCOLE laboratory facility is an experimental apparatus which permits
ground-based Investlgatlon of Identlflcatlon and control algorithms for large space
structures. The facility exhlbits structural dynamics slmilar to those expected on
the large satellltes. The sensors and actuators are typlcaL of those, whlch may be
used on an operational satelllte. The computational system is reasonably sized with
current technology processors and permits ready access to the faclllty for
interested Investigators.
42o
The description of the structural assembly, the sensor and actuator
configuration, and software provided In this paper should be sufficient for SCOLE




Analog I/0 system command.
NAME :




Thls command is used to sample the analog-to-dlgltal converters and dlsplay selected
channels at the terminal. The +/- I0.0 volt Input range is scaled to +/- 1.0 units
so a single bit Is worth .00049 units. The channels to be displayed are selected
with the -s option. This option dlsplays a menu whlch allows the user to set the
print flags for the Individual ADC channels. Speclflc choices are:
I) turn on all print flags,
2) rum off all print flags,
3) turn on a range of print flags,
4) turn off a range of prlnt flags,
5) display current print flags,
6) save current print flags.
If the command Is executed wlthout the -s optlon, the last set of prlnt flags is








Analog IIO system command.
NAME:




This command is used to sample the analog-to-dlgltsl converters and display selected
channels at the terminal. The +/- I0.0 volt input range is scaled to +1- 1.0 units
so a single bit is worth .00049 units. The channels to be dlsplsyed are selected
with the -s option. This option displays a menu which allows the user to set the
print flags for the Individual ADC channels. Specific choices are:
1) turn on all print flags,
2) turn off all print flags,
3) turn on a range of print flags,
4) turn off a range of print flags,
5) display current print flags,'
6) save current print flags.
If the command is executed without the -s option, the last set of print flags is







Analog I/0 system command.
NAME:




Thls command ks used to set the voltage on a range of dlgltal-to-analog output
channels. The +/- 1.0 unit output range Is scaled to +/- I0.0 volts so a single
unit is worth .0049 volts. The channels to be set are selected by executing the
command with the -s optlon. This option dlsplays a request for the range of
channels to be set, and then queries for individual channel values In terms of















This command connects the user terminal to the Langley central data communication
switch at 1200 baud. This is a dumb terminal emulator which provides rudimentary
file transfer capabilities. No attempt is made to emulate control codes of any
partlcular terminal for editing purposes.
The emulator commands are as follow:
@ Return to UNOS (operating system.)
! To download a file,
To upload a file.





Upload means to transfer a file from the Charles River computer to the remote
computer. The remote computer must have some mechanism for receiving the text.
Download means to transfer a flle from the remote computer to the Charles River
computer. No attempt is made to check for existence of the receiving file name






/j pw/I term. c
Analog I/O system command.
NAME:




This command facilitates verlflcatlon and calibration of the 8751 mlcro-controller
Interface over the RS-232 serlal ports. The command querles for voltages to be
output by the dlgltal-to-analog converters on the 8751 boards. The data input Is in
terms of units with 2047 equal to 9.9951 volts and -2048 equal to -10.0000 volts.
If the Input line contalns only one value, all actlve boards are sent that value.








tAnalog I/0 system subroutine.
NAME:
getadc() ( C callable ) Sample a range of analog-to-digital converters.
CALL:
lnt error, first adc, last_adc;
float adc data p_lnter;
lnt getad_( flr-'st_adc, lastadc, &adc_data_pointer)
error - getadc(first adc, last adc, &adc._data pointer)
DESCRIPTION:
Thls subroutine samples a range of analog-to-digital converters. The +/- 10.0 volt
input range is scaled to +/- 1.0 units so a single bit is worth .00049 units. The
arguments are:
flrst adc (Int) First converter to be sampled (numbering starts from
zero,)
last adc (lnt) Last converter to be sampled (maximum is 63.)
&adc, data_polnter (*) Starting locatlon for storing sample data. Data are
floating point values with a range of +/- 1.0.
RETURNS:
error = 0 indicates valid transfer.






Analog I/0 system subroutine.
NAME:
8etdac() ( C callable ) Set a range of d_gltal-to-analog conveters.
CALL:
lnt error, first dac, last dac;
float dac data pointer;
lnt setdac( first dac, last dac, & dac data pointer )
DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine sets a range of dlgltal-to-analog converters. The +/- 1.0 unit
output range is scaled to +/- 10.0 volts so a single unit Is worth .0049 volts.
arguments are:
The
first dac (int) First converter to be set (numbering starts from
zero.)
last dac (Int) Last converter to be set (maximum is 7.)
&dac_data_polnter (*) Starting location DAC data. Data are floating point
values with a range of +/- 1.0.
RETURNS:
error = 0 Indicates valid transfer.
error =-I Indicates bad range.







Analog I/O system subroutine.
NAME:




error - getadc(flrst_adc, last_adc, adc_data_array)
DESCRIPTION:
Thls subroutine samples a range of analog-to-digital converters. The +/- lO.0 volt
input range is scaled to +/- 1.0 units so a slngle bit is worth .00049 units. The
arguments are:
first adc (integer) First converter to be sampled (numbering starts from
zero.)
last adc (integer) Last converter to be sampled (maximum is 63.)
adcdata_array (real) Starting locatlon for storing sample data. Data are












Analog I/O system subroutine.




error = setdac( flrst dac, last dac, dac_ata.arrray )
DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine sets a range of digltal-to-analog converters. The +/- 1.0 unit
output range Is scaled to +/- 10.0 volts so a single unit ls worth .0049 volts.
arguments are:
The
first dac (integer) Flrst converter to be set (numbering starts
from zero.)
last dac (integer) Last converter to be set (maxlmu_ is 7.)
dac data_array (real) Starting locatlon DAC data. Data are floating polnt
values with a range of +/- 1.0.
RETURNS:
error = 0 Indicates valld transfer.
error =-i Indicates bad range.











motsub() ( Fortran callable )
t
integer torque
call motsub ( torque )
Send scaled voltages to the 8751
micro-controllers which in turn set
Individual DACs.
DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine sends the motor torque command data to the 8751 micro-controller
boards which in turn load the data into the digital-to-analog converters.
torque(6) (Integer) Array of dimension 6 which contains the scaled data
to be output on the 8751 DAC's. The range of the data









/llb/acrl rt lib f.J
SOURCE:
/Jpw/8751COM/torsub.c
Analog I/0 system subroutine.
NAME:

















Analog I/O system subroutines.
NAME:
thrust ( Fortran callable ) Set the discrete ports to activate the
thrusters.
CALL:
integer*2 thrust = thrust ( x,y )
DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine sets the states of the four discrete outputs on the Parallel
Interface/Timer. It was designed for the thrusters on the SCOLE facillty. The
arguments can have one of three values: l, O, or -I corresponding to positive,
none, and negative thrust respectively.
The arguments are:
x (integer) State of x thruster.








/lib/acrl rt lib f.
SOURCE:
/jpw/TiMER/pitdsc.j
Analog I/O system subroutine.
NAME :
rti=e() (fortran callable) Mark the start of the real-time loop and




An internal memory mapped timer is used to control the timing of real-tlme
operations In the Charles River Computer. The programmable clock is required to
generate a start pulse and a stop pulse for each sampling Interval of the control
process. The maximum interval is elghty-flve seconds and the minimum interval Is 5
mlcro-seconds. The timer is a Motorola M68230 Parallel Interfac Timer (PI/T) which
provides versltile double buffered parallel interfaces and 24-blt programmable timer
for M68000 systems.
Note: The call to rtlme() should be made just inside the real tlme loop. The
arguments are:
tau (real) is the sample period,
flag (logical) is the indicator to elther malntaln the same value of tau or
pass fn a new value,
k (integer) is the timout parameter. If k is returned from rtlme
containing a l, this indicates a normal return. If k is returned a 0,
a timout has occurred, and appropriate action should be taken. The






/llb/acrl rt lib f.J
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The SCOLE experfment apparatus,
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Shutile -











3/4 x .049 in. stainless steel tube
4. 48 Ib
Reflector:
314 x .0625 in. welded aluminum tube
4.76 Ib -_
Figure 2.
Basic $COLE structural assembly,




















Flgure 4. Hast and manifold assembly.
Bored cylinder
4. 00 outer diameter
t=0.25 depth= 1.50














All units are in inches
Length does not include length of insert.
Figure 5. Reflector assembly.
Figure 6. Universal Joint suspension point. 4÷7
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Figure 8b. Coordinates and sensing sxls of











Figure 9a, Mast-mounted accelerometers.







Figure lOa. Reflector-mounted accelerometers.
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Figure 12b. Coordinates and sensing axls of
Figure 12a. Shuttle-mounted, three-axls
shuttle-mounted rate sen_?r.
rate sensor.
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Figure 14. Typical CM(; gimbal torque sensitivity curve.






FigurelSb. Coordinates and actuation axis
of shuttle-mounted CMG's.
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Figure 17a, Hast-mounted reaction wheels,
Figure 17b. Coordinates of mast-mounted
reaction wheels.







Figure 18b. Coordinate and axis of actuation















Figure 19. Thruster air supply schematlc.
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Figure 20. Thruster startup and transients.
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Figure 21. Thrust magnitude and duration.
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Figure 22b, Coordinates of reflector-mounted thrusters.
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A. V. Delskzqshnsn was awsrded full membership into the
ORDER of the INFINITE ORDER SYSTEMS.
Jp Bob Skelton wss swsrded full memtmrshlp Into the ORDER
of the FINITE ORDER SY_.
R. K. Mfllor was presented snd swsrd for SMOOTHING by
BANG-BANG Control.
Peter Barnum was presented an award for studyir_ the
SIGNIFICANCE of nearly INSIGNIFICANT effects.
Gone Lln was presented an sward for the SLEWING of
MONSTROUS structures.
Suresh Josht was presented an award for LOOKING st the
LINK-of-SIGHT.
Howard Kaufman was presented an award for bott_ a
MODAL MOI)EL FOLLOWER.
Mike Fisher was awarded membership into the order of




Summary of Panel Discussions
.r¸
1. _The mathematical problem statemer_t Is Incomplote In
the sense that "ri_dlzaUon" of the equations of motion
does not yield the rt_d body equaUons. Larry Taylor and
Yogi Katad intend to derive the _ kinematic terms
in the partial differential equaUons of the flexible beam.
2. An accurate "proof model" of the SCOLE is needed for
comlmrtn_ approximate model responses and to evaluate
the vewlous control laws. Larry Taylor willsee that such
8 model is made available as soon as a suitable model
exists. The modelir_ dflflculUes have been more
troublesome than expected.
3. The use of the term "modes" has been used Ioo_ly to
Include the admissible functions which are often modes
under condition of no dmnpir_ and no control Also, the
full model is nonlinem" and consequently does not exhibit





4. It will be necessm-y to employ relatively low_
models for control synthesis, state estimation and on-line
control. One must use caution, however, lest the
designer forgets that the full model or the actual
experimental apparatus is nonlinear and has infinite
order.
_. Caution is caiied for
techniques for time-v_, nonlinear
infinite order, such as the SCOLE problem.
in employing Kalman filter
dynsmics of
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